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FOREWORD
The discovery of stories related to my own
surroundings and past have always been a motivator to
start digging through history. In this thesis I was able to
discover a past which is often not told in history class, due to
negative emotions and memories. The journey of finding a
shared heritage has given me great joy. To have something
in common with people from the other side of the globe,
made me realise that there is much more to discover. This
thesis enabled me to visit this shared heritage in Bandung
and experience if I could take share in it as well. For that, I
want to thank the students from ITB for involving me in daily
Indonesian life and sharing their experience of badminton,
food and the surroundings.
“Bandoeng O, wonderstad, dat zegt toch iedereen,
een stad vol pracht en praal, altijd even schoon en rein,
kortom, een plaats bij uitnemendheid, Bandoeng, heerlijke
stad”. (Rara Sulastri_1933)

I am grateful for the support of the TU Delft and
Jean-Paul Corten for helping me to get started within the
topic of shared heritage. The critical reflection on the topic
made me understand and translate the topic better.
Then, last but certainly not least, I want to thank
Ingrid Duchhart for her guidance during the process. Her
knowledge and creativity handed me the tools to do
research and make choices. Besides that, her energy
and point of view supported me to keep going and stay
motivated.
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“The Paris of Java” was sometimes different than
described in the text above. Luckily I had the local expertise
of Wiwi Tijook to help me settle in the city and overcome
the slight “culture shock”. Her input during the design
process aided me to make choices and understand the
local influences. I want to thank her for her help in Bandung
and getting me in contact with SHAU architects. Florian
and Daliana (SHAU) let me use their office as a place to
work in Bandung, which made my stay and studies more
comfortable. Their vision on the public space in Bandung
inspired me to get creative ideas, which supported the
local culture.

ABSTRACT
Shared heritage is important for establishing a local identity and
consist of tangible and intangible elements which embody cultural ties
made in the past. This intertwining of Dutch, Chinese and Sundanese cultures
can be recognised in the city of Bandung, Indonesia. In Bandung the shared
heritage is under pressure due to densification within the city centre and
increasing traffic which prevent people from experiencing the shared
heritage. Research is done to ensure the longevity of the built heritage.
However, the focus of this research is mainly on built shared heritage and not
the public space surrounding it. Knowledge on the experience of the public
space surrounding these shared heritage sites is missing.

Keywords_
Shared heritage, Heritage experience, Public space, Walkability, Landscape
narrative, Bandung, Indonesia, Landscape architecture
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The study tries to fill this gap by researching the approach and
experience of shared heritage sites in Bandung, using the concepts of
landscape narrative and walkability. Thereby, the thesis sets the objectives
of generating valuable knowledge within the field of landscape architecture
on the experience of shared heritage and it proposed designs for sites,
within the centre of Bandung, to enhance the shared heritage experience.
A photo content- and a phenomenological analysis concluded that the
public space is currently not walkable and offers no connection with the
heritage. Therefore, clustered guidelines were introduced to enhance the
experience of shared heritage. The guidelines were translated into a designs,
which introduced elements to the public space that re-link the connection
between heritage and the surrounding public space, but still allow the
current-day use. Hereby the study concludes that the experience of shared
heritage transcends into the public space. People can get immersed in the
different cultures, when the elements within the public space are observed
in sequence. The experience of the different cultures of shared heritage
creates a common identity for the city of Bandung that transcends cultures.
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INTRODUCTION
The picture above shows Uncle Wim, an
old neighbour of my Mum, wearing clogs and
holding his red-haired son. Uncle Wim was born
in Indonesia as a son of an Indonesian Mum and
a Dutch father, who moved to the Netherlands.
Here, he settled with his wife in the small village
of Nijbroek. It is one of many pictures he made of
his daily rural life in the Netherlands in the 60ies.
On the right-hand side, a bakery in Bandung
can be seen. This bakery, The Suikerpot1, had its
origin in the 1930s, when Indonesia was still under
Dutch rule. The bakery is still operative and sells
Dutch backed goods, like krentenbrood and
saucijzenbroodjes2.
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The pictures portray examples of daily life
in both countries. Nonetheless, they condense
centuries of exchange between the Dutch and
Indonesian culture.
1_ sugerbowl
2_raisinbread and sausage rolls

Figure 1.1_ Uncle Wim and his son Erwin_Stok (1960s)

Figure 1.2_ Backery Suikerpot, selling “Dutch” backed
goods_Bandung

1.1 SHARED HERITAGE
Cultural exchange can lead to the
intertwining of cultures, in which tangible and
intangible elements are taken over by each
culture and blended into something new. This
phenomenon can be described as shared
heritage. The term shared heritage is based on the
programme which is carried out by the Cultural
Heritage Agency of the Netherlands. The term is
used for Dutch heritage, which has spread due
to economical or colonial ties, and is currently
located within the physical and governmental
borders of other countries (Cultural Heritage
Agency, 2018). Shared heritage is just like regular
heritage an identity defining element, which, if
preserved, ensures a sense of belonging. For the
Dutch, this heritage is still valuable because it is
part of their maritime legacy (Cultural Heritage
Agency, 2018).
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The demand in spices and other resources
drove the Dutch to sail the world during the 16th
century (Cultural Heritage Agency, 2018). They
conquered the trade routes from the Portuguese
and started to claim the land, which is present
day Indonesia. Bit by bit the land was taken from
the local rulers until the colony of the Dutch Indies
was formed.

Figure 1.3_ Islands of Indonesia, with Bandung indicated

The Dutch ruled and culturally influenced
the colony for over 300 years, until the independent
Republic Indonesia was formed in 1949. During
these centuries the Dutch and Indonesian cultures
intertwined, of which the remnants can still be
found in Indonesia as tangible and intangible
heritage. For a long time, these remnants of
the colonial past were off-limits to speak about,
due to the contested nature of the heritage.
The increasing interest in the shared past from
both the Netherlands and Indonesia leaves the
question how to protect shared heritage and
find suitable uses for the future (Cultural Heritage
Agency, 2018).

1.2 SHARED HERITAGE +
Just like heritage, there are a lot of
different meanings attached to shared heritage,
which are influenced by cultures, time and socioeconomic constructs. For shared heritage, Dutch
people often refer to the negative connotation
from the colonial times attached to the heritage
(van Roosmalen, 2013). This thesis acknowledges
the contested nature of the shared heritage
in Indonesia. However, young generations in
Indonesia did not experience the events that
happened in the past and do not hold grudge
against the Dutch coloniser. The colonial
architecture and town planning have lately
received more appreciation, shifting political
perspectives as well to a more positive attitude
(van Roosmalen, 2013). Therefore, this thesis
mainly focusses on the positive common factor of
shared heritage, but still leaves space for people
to have their own opinion and experience. It
tries not to clean up the past, but integrate it, as
the contested nature is also part of the shared
heritage.

With this integration, shared heritage can
then be seen as a positive identity. The same can
be said for the infusion of foreign culture in the
Netherlands, where the French started registering
surnames during the occupation of Napoleon.
This shows how multi-layered and double-sided
shared heritage can be. Indonesia has been
a melting pot of different cultures long before
the Dutch occupation. On the island of Java
Sundanese and Javanese Kingdoms competed
with each other, influenced by Arab, Indian
and Chinese merchants, who brought their own
cultures to the Island of Java. Islam, the main
religion of Indonesia, was also introduced in this
way in the 8th century.

Figure 1.4_ Scale comparison Indonesia and Europe ca. 1900
_ P. Roosmalen, (2008) Ontwerpen aan de stad
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Therefore, the concept of shared heritage
is widened in this report by also incorporating the
culture which already was prominent in Indonesia
before the Dutch involvement. By taking the
Portuguese, Javanese, Sundanese, Arab, Indian
and Chinese culture into account the term
shared heritage becomes more inclusive and also
focusses on the key aspects of other cultures.

Introduction
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1.3 SHARED HERITAGE LAB

1.4 CONCEPTS AND HYPOTHESES

The TU3 Delft is researching DutchIndonesian shared heritage in organised studios
for more than ten years. The studios focus on
redesigning shared heritage buildings to ensure
future use and therefore the preservation of
the heritage. Considering that, it is important to
keep the heritage “alive” with contemporary
functions (Cultural Heritage Agency, 2018). In
collaboration with the ITB4, there are three years
of studios planned by the TU in a Shared Heritage
Lab (Ariful, 2018).They are assisted by the Shared
Cultural Heritage programme. The current
focus of the Shared Heritage Lab has been on
Architecture and Urban Design. This master thesis
will be carried out within Landscape Architecture
and therefore, will not focus on the building itself,
but on the public space surrounding the heritage
buildings.

The focus of this thesis, the public space
surrounding shared heritage, inquires some
explanation of theoretical concepts. In order to
inform the reader some theoretical concepts
are explained shortly. The concepts used in the
analysis are explained further within the analytical
framework of chapter four.

3_Technical University
4_Institut Teknologi Bandung

1.4.1 HERITAGE
In order to understand the concept of
shared heritage we first have to look into the
concept of heritage. Heritage is a definition that
is given to certain tangible and intangible objects
from the past, which have a modern-day use
(Timothy & Boyd, 2003). These concepts of the
past, history and heritage are often mistakenly
used and interchanged, within the field of
landscape architecture. In order to start from a
common ground, this thesis separates three main
topics according to (Ashworth, 1997). To gain a
further understanding of these three topics they
are defined as follows;
The past
The past is a collection of all events,
people, buildings, memories and stories that
happened before the present. It is therefore
an endless pool of information, from which only
fragments can be told (Ashworth 1997). It is not
possible to keep and maintain all information,
just because of the sheer lack of space and time
(Ashworth & Larkham, 1994). People, cultures
and landscapes move on and evolve, only
maintaining what is deemed of use in their current
lives. These material and immaterial information
sources which are deemed worth keeping can
eventually become common history and/or
heritage (Ashworth & Larkham, 1994).

Figure 1.5_ Relationship between past, history and heritage_
based on Ashworth 1997

History
History can be seen as an intermediary
phase between the past and heritage. History
should record the past as accurately as possible,
with our present-day limitations of knowledge
(Timothy & Boyd, 2003). It should reflect the
changes in society and is important for the identity
of society.
However, history consists of a selection
made by a certain group of people. Mostly
historians determine what is retold as history and
what is not. The selection process is influenced
by the socioeconomic culture and political
ideologies of that moment and is therefore biased
(Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996).

Shared heritage
As discussed before, shared heritage can
be seen as the results of the world wide migration
(Chilton & Silberman, 2010). The tangible and
intangible culture of immigrants can become
part of the host country, in a new different cultural
context (Chilton & Silberman, 2010).
The newly emerged intercultural dialogue,
which is generated between the migrating
culture and the “host” culture, will create different
opinions, interests and attached values, causing
either positive reactions or conflict. The concept
of ‘sharing’, recognizes that within the various
interests there can be a consensus and common
denominator (Ya’ari, 2010).
Shared heritage, embodies this concept
of consensus into a place (Ya’ari, 2010). This
makes that shared heritage locations can
become places for cultural understanding and
acceptance of multiple narratives (Ya’ari, 2010).
Shared heritage can therefore be seen as places
which display the rich cultural identity of countries
and highlight common histories. Eventually, these
historic links may lead to a common, national and
shared pride (Chilton & Silberman, 2010).
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Heritage
Heritage is an interpretation of the history
and forms the link between history, culture and
the land where people live. The formulation of
heritage can be seen as an interpretation process,
whereby the tangible and intangible objects from
the past are created into experiences for the
present (Ashworth, Conservation as Preservation
or as Heritage: Two Paradigms and Two Answers,
1997). In this process of interpretation people start
recognizing heritage as an important feature,
because it is appropriated by society (Knoop,
2007). During the process meanings and values
are attached to a place, which eventually lead to
a heritage experience. This means the experience
is often not found in the building or event by itself,
but the space surrounding it. Furthermore, it means
a heritage experience is personal and depends
on personal interpretation and assigning of value.
As soon as the assigned value disappears, the
meaning and worth of the heritage will disappear
as well (Knoop, 2007). Heritage is created in order
to protect these tangible and intangible objects
in fear of losing the memory of it.

Perfectly recreating these memories is impossible
because emotions, which were felt by the first
witnesses, cannot be recreated. However,
by entering a process of reinterpretation a
contemporary heritage experience can be
made possible. By reinterpretation the heritage
experience can be guided, which may create the
possibility to form a common collective memory,
in which all generations can ascribe their own
meaning to a common heritage (Halbwachs,
1992).

Introduction
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1.4.2 Landscape narrative

1.4.3 Public space

Seen in the literature of Ya’ari, the
narrative of shared heritage is deemed important
in creating acceptance and understanding. In this
thesis this will be translated using the landscape
narrative. The landscape narrative is a concept
that applies to the certain stories that a place can
have and the way how the story is told (Potteiger
& Purinton, 1998). It entails the interaction and
mutual relations between the landscape and
narratives (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998). “In
addition to providing the ground of memory or
context, landscape narratives also transgress
conventional boundaries of built form (Potteiger
& Purinton, 1998).“ Hereby, this quote emphasizes
how landscape narratives forms an extra layer,
connecting landscape and architecture.

Where the landscape narrative forms a
connection between architecture, the public
space often acts as the interaction zone between
building and people (Atman & Zube, 1989).
This makes that public space is often used as a
theatre, creating a setting in which can support
encounters between people, start events and
allow people to make new stories (Potteiger &
Purinton, 1998).
The public space is publicly perceived,
valued landscape and can be considered as
everything of the built environment (Francis, 1989;
Gehl & Svarre, 2013). Whereas, ‘public’ means
that the space should be accessible to anyone,
including all gender, age and ethnicity (Atman
& Zube, 1989). Besides this physical and social
access, visual access should be offered in order
for people to put meanings and value to a place
(Francis, 1989). Streets are an important part of
the public landscape of cities (Francis, 1989).
Whereas, streets, streetscapes and buildings along
the street are particularly important in defining
the public space and the character of these
areas (Francis, 1989; Nasar, 1989). Furthermore,
the roadside environment has great impact on
the public experience of urban areas. Whereas,
streets are used daily by people to travel through
the city and determine their routing.

1.4.4 Experience, movement and
walkability
Heritage, as seen in the definition of by
Ashworth (1997), is a modern-day translation of
the past into experiences. Assumed is, that this
also accounts for shared heritage. As stated
by Nasar (1989) the experience of the public
space is formed by the physical environment of
the roadside an people their personal reactions
to this environment (Nasar, 1989). Therefore, this
experience of shared heritage is partly determined
by the public space. Most of the time, public
space is experienced while moving. Therefore,
movement trough space and sequence of scenes
is central to urban perception and preference
(Nasar, 1989). For this reason the thesis uses the
concept of walkability to further analyse the
experience of shared heritage in public space.

1.4.5 Hypotheses
With the notion of the above mentioned
concepts the thesis approaches the topic of
shared heritage using the following hypotheses;
-The experience of shared heritage is 		
vital within the conservation process.
-Shared heritage requires experiencing
different cultural narratives.
-For people to experience shared 		
heritage a shared heritage building 		
has to be accessible in a physical, 		
visual and social form.
In order to research these assumptions the
concept of walkability is used to research the
experience of the public space and the approach
towards shared heritage. The concept of the
landscape narrative will be explored to analyse
current experiences and shape this into a shared
heritage experience.

Introduction

Figure 1.6_ Riouwstreet ca. 1920_Beeldbank Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie
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1.5 BANDUNG, PARIS OF JAVA?
The studios of the Shared Heritage Lab
involve the city of Bandung. This city was founded
by the Dutch on the island of Java, around the
end of the 19th century. The plans to make the
city into the capital of the Dutch Indies, instead
of Batavia5, meant a massive growth of the city.
The city was planned according to garden city
principles, with wide green avenues, parks and,
for that time, modern facilities, such as cinemas
and horse racing tracks. This ensured a, modern,
well ventilated and pleasant green city to live
in, according to western standards, which gave
the city its nickname “The Paris of Java” (Van
Roosmalen, 2008).
5_Current Jakarta

Introduction
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Figure 1.7_ People washing their
riksja Jalan Pasteur ca. 1930_
Beeldbank Nederlands Instituut
voor Militaire Historie
Figure 1.8_Overpass trough the historic city centre of Bandung_ https://sepanjangjk.wordpress.com/2013/02/10/bangunanberumur-sepanjang-jalan-pasteur-bandung/

The city is currently far from the Paris of
Java. Trees have been cut down and an increased
traffic density makes the city unpleasant to walk.
One of the examples is Jalan Pasteur. This grand
avenue with palm trees, designed in the 1920s
was turned into a large concrete flyover that cuts
across the historic city centre. In this example, the
ability to experience heritage along this street is
lost, due to the high speed of traffic movement.

The densification of the city centre, is
another threat for the heritage of the city. The
population living in the city grew from half a million
in 1949, to 2.3 million in 2010, and is projected
to be around 4.1 million in 2031 (Tarigan, et al.,
2016). The increasing inhabitants require new
living areas close to the main facilities in the city
centre. Therefore, there is a lot of pressure on
heritage buildings in the city centre and their
green surroundings. The densification of the
city centre and the increase in traffic will hinder
people from pleasantly using the public space
and experiencing the shared heritage.

Figure 1.9_ New developments behind colonial building

9
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2

RESEARCH DESIGN

2.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
As discussed in the introduction, Bandung’s
shared heritage is under pressure due to urban
densification and traffic. The problem tree (figure
2.2) shows how the city’s densification and traffic
problems lead to spaces which are not walkable
and do not provide an experience of said shared
heritage. Eventually, the inaccessibility and
pressure on the city centre may lead to the loss of
shared heritage and the experience of this shared
heritage. Consequently, part of the identity of the
city and possible connecting common elements
between cultures are lost as well.

Figure 2.1_ Girl in handcart

2.2 OBJECTIVES AND KNOWLEDGE
GAP

Within this thesis two main objectives can
be identified;
The first objective is to generate valuable
knowledge within the field of landscape
architecture on the experience of shared
heritage. The knowledge generated has to be
applicable for other sites within Bandung as well
as for other shared heritage sites. The case study
will provide knowledge that can be applied on
other sites in the form of generic design principles.
The found knowledge can contribute to projects
within the Shared Heritage Lab and the Shared
Heritage Agency to consider the surroundings of
shared heritage sites.
The second objective is to propose
designs which can help to experience shared
heritage within Bandung. The designs should show
the value of shared heritage and illustrate how
shared heritage can create special public spaces
within Bandung. The designs might persuade the
governor of west Java to think about city branding
and how to deal with shared heritage within the
Indonesian cities.

11
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This chapter shows the setup of the
research. It will start by stating the formulated
problem. Then it introduces the overall objective
of the research followed by the knowledge gap
and the questions asked to fill this knowledge gap.
Then the overall strategy of the research and the
methods used to find answers to the questions are
described. The validity and reliability will discuss
if the research is done according to academic
standards.

Within the scope of the Shared Heritage
Lab by the TU Delft, there is currently no attention
for the physical, visual and social access and
experience of the public space surrounding
shared heritage buildings in Bandung. The focus
of the lab is mainly on the inside and facades of
buildings and less on the direct environment or
the approach towards these buildings.

Research_design
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Figure 2.2_ Problem tree

This thesis will try to fill the knowledge gap
by researching the surrounding public space of
shared heritage sites of Bandung. This is investigated
by; taking into account the generic principles for
creating a heritage experience, building on the
concepts of landscape narrative and walkability.
The applicability of these concepts for creating a
shared heritage experience will be evaluated for
the case of Bandung. Further elaboration of these
concepts will be provided in chapter four.

2.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

2.4 RESEARCH STRATEGY

The research questions of this thesis
revolve around finding new knowledge about the
perceived experience around shared heritage,
using walkability and the landscape narrative.
Thereby, closing the knowledge gap of the
physical, visual and social access and experience
of shared heritage sites in Bandung Indonesia.

This thesis is set up to produce a new body
of knowledge in establishing a shared heritage
experience. It therefore, is grounded theory in
an inductive research, which tries to explain the
relation between walkability, landscape narrative
and shared heritage experience (Deming &
Swaffield, 2011).

+Which different cultural narratives of
shared heritage can be found in the public
space within the city centre of Bandung?

In order to do so, the research will apply a
constructivist knowledge claim, as the generated
knowledge is contextual to the city of Bandung,
multi-interpretive and tries to be interdisciplinary
within the fields of landscape architecture,
architecture and human geography (Lenzholzer,
Duchhart, & Brinck, 2016). In this thesis, previously
performed research will be taken into account
on several topics including conceptual principles
of walkability and landscape narrative into the
context of Bandung.

+What is the current experienced
walkability of the public space surrounding
shared heritage within the city centre of
Bandung?

The following main design question is
used in this thesis in order to gain knowledge on
designing shared heritage experiences within
landscape architecture.

+How can a walkable public space
enhance the narration and experience of
the shared heritage in the city centre of
Bandung, Indonesia?

During the design process, the thesis
aims to triangulate the knowledge found of
the analysis phase into a design and test if the
generic principles are applicable to the case
of Bandung (Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & Brinck, The
relationship between research and design, 2016).
Therefore, the design process can be categorised
as research through designing. This thesis will aim
to further strengthen the link between research
and design. It will use the design process as a way
to visualize and test the guidelines for designing
shared heritage experiences.

13
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+What is the current experienced
landscape narrative of the public space
surrounding shared heritage within the city
centre of Bandung?

2.5 RESEARCH METHODS

Research_design
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The posed research questions will need
a series of qualitative methods to answer them,
as they aim to understand and explore the
specific human-focused problems in Bandung
and experiencing of shared heritage (Lenzholzer,
Duchhart, & Koh, 2013). The designs suggest
a new physical environment, which aims to
influence mental constructs about a shared
heritage experience (Lenzholzer, Duchhart, &
Koh, 2013). The methods require textual and
image-based interpretation of the researcher,
which further support the choice to do qualitative
research (Creswell, 2014). In this interpretive
process different concepts may have to be
researched, as they can emerge organically and
might not seem as relevant beforehand (Schwarz,
2012). The research will use the shared heritage in
Bandung as a case study, in order to investigate
the concept of shared heritage experience in
depth and propose designs for specific sites in
Bandung (Creswell, 2014) (Kumar, 2014).

Different methods have been used for
each of the research questions in order provide
an answer to the design question. The following
section will describe the methods with their
accompanying question.
+Which different cultural narratives of shared
heritage can be found in the public space within
the city centre of Bandung?

2.5.1 DESK STUDY
In order to start to research, a desk study
investigating the shared heritage of Bandung is
carried out at Wageningen university. This study
opts to get an understanding of the city and what
shared heritage is left in the city of Bandung.
Lists of, the current protected heritage
within the city centre, and old maps of the city,
provided by the Bandung Heritage Society and
the TU Delft, are the starting point to get an
inventory of the spatial distribution of the heritage
in Bandung. The maps will be compared with
current online maps and Google Streetview to
get a first understanding of the current situation of
the shared heritage.
Literature concerning Bandung will be
used in order to learn more about the shared
heritage and the history of the city. Using the
information of the maps and interviews a set of
routes will be established, connecting shared
heritage sites according to the following cultural
and utilitarian categories; Dutch, Sundanese,
Chinese, educational and industrial. The routes
form a first starting point for the infield observations,
which will be used to determine the current
state of the heritage and the experience of the
heritage.

2.5.2 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
Semi-structured interviews with (local)
experts will be used as a way to verify the previously
found information and to explore additional
areas, before setting a defined route, from which
information will be gathered as the base for the
analysis. The interviews will be done according
to a set of open-ended questions about the
shared heritage in Bandung. The interviews will be
recorded and during the interviews notes will be
taken. The footage will be re-listened afterwards
to check the notes.

On the second walk I will make, besides
the notes, photos in every wind direction on the
chosen points. On the third, counter clockwise,
walk I will make additional photos of the shared
heritage buildings and their surroundings.
+What is the current experienced walkability of
the public space surrounding shared heritage
within the city centre of Bandung?
+What is the current experienced landscape
narrative of the public space surrounding shared
heritage within the city centre of Bandung?

2.5.3 FIELD OBSERVATIONS
The field observations of this route are
based on the dissertation of Rudi van Etteger
(2016) and consist of route walked multiple times.
In this case, the route will be walked three times.
Two times clockwise on the same day and one
time counter clockwise the day afterward.

In order to research the experienced
walkability of shared heritage sites in Bandung a
photo content analysis and a phenomenological
analysis will be used. For these analyses, the
field observations and photos around three
shared heritage sites will be chosen. These three
heritage sites will represent the main cultures of
which the shared heritage in Bandung exists
namely Sundanese, Dutch and Chinese. In the
photo content analysis coding, according to
pre-determined codes, will be used to perform a
descriptive research (Deming & Swaffield, 2011).
In this thesis an analytical framework will be used
to provide the codes to systematically observe
and describe the content of a photo. The photo
content analysis will use the lens of walkability and
the landscape narrative to find elements which
are either improving of undermining the heritage
experience. The content analysis helps to discover
what is behind the found data, by looking at the
interplay between the found data and theoretical
concepts. The analytical framework will further
explain which factors will be analysed from the
photos.
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During the first round, I will note down my
own multisensory experiences of the route after
the whole walk. The second round I will note down
multisensory experiences in between points. For
these points I will stop on intersections of roads
and waterways. These were chosen based on the
theory of Kevin Lynch (1960). He states that nodes
(intersections) are important points of wayfinding
in the city. Therefore it is assumed that designing
these nodes can become important for creating
a shared heritage experience and an incentive
for the redevelopment of the neighbourhood,
including the restoration of (heritage) buildings.
The multisensory perceptions that will be included
in the study are; vision, hearing, touch, and smell.
Taste and other experiences are not included
during these observations.

2.5.4 PHOTO CONTENT ANALYSIS

2.5.5 PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

2.6 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

The phenomenological analysis will be
used as way to investigate the influence of the
public on my own experience. Therefore, I will focus
on the different senses which influence my own
experience, according to the methods described
by Etteger (2016). The experiences will be noted
down during the first round of observations and will
be compared to the observations of the second
round. The observations surrounding the shared
heritage place will be listed and compared with
each other to find the main elements which
influence my experience on site. It thereby
complements the photo content analysis and
gives input of making sense of the pictures.

The thesis will achieve the most
validate conclusions by triangulation in the
design phase and in the used methods. By
triangulating, the photo content analysis with
the phenomenological analysis a multisensory
experience will be described. This will give a
multifaceted perspective of the experience of
shared heritage in Bandung. Further validation
happens throughout the research by consulting
(local) experts as a way of verifying the found
knowledge. The validity of the research could
have been enhanced when random local
people on site would be able to confirm the found
knowledge (Creswell, 2014). However, these
methods were not further developed in this thesis,
due to the lack of knowledge of the Indonesian
language and a translator

+How can a walkable public space enhance the
narration and experience of the shared heritage
in the city centre of Bandung, Indonesia?
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2.5.6 RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGNING
In order to answer the main design
question, the knowledge of the analyses will
be triangulated during the design process. This
includes the translation of the found clustered
guidelines into a design. This may lead, due to
the interpretative nature of the research, to new
arising questions which have to be researched.
Testing the design within three-dimensional
software, will give the opportunity to assess the
new experience of the site virtually and revise
the designs accordingly. The design chapter will
further elaborate on the process before giving the
final design.

The inventory of data will be done
according to the methods described above,
providing a reliable input for the research.
Pictures made during the inventory should give
similar results at other occasions (Kumar, 2014).
The reliability of the design is relatively poor
because of the single case study of Bandung.
However, the clustered design principles might
be translated to other shared heritage locations,
also within different cultures, in order to test their
reliability. Overall, it should be noted that the
design and research process were influenced by
my own interpretation and creativity. However
the given results are credible, within the scope
of the interpretive research approach (Schwarz,
2012).
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Figure 2.3_ Thesis structure
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3

DESK STUDY
This chapter will give an introduction to
the case study of Bandung. It presents the findings
of the desk study and shows how different cultures
have influenced the city.

3.1 THE CITY OF BANDUNG

19
Figure 3.1&3.2_ Woman waiting besides the road, overview
of the location of Bandung in between the volcanoes on
the border of a dried up lake
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The following segment gives a brief
overview of the history of Bandung. It shows how
different nationalities and ethnicities have left
their mark on the city life of Bandung.

Figure 3.3_ Grote Postweg connecting the island of Java
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The first signs of human settlement in the
area of Bandung date back to around 6000
years ago (Tarigan, et al., 2016). Besides legends
and found remains, there is not much known
about this prehistoric time. The arrival of Chinese
explorers around 400 A.D. ended the Javanese
prehistory. They described how the religion of the
people living in the area of Bandung shows signs
of Hinduism. This means that there was already
a shared history between the inhabitants of
Java and people from India. Later, Buddhist and
Hinduist Kingdoms ruled over the area, until the
arrival the Islamic Kingdoms from central Java.
The Dutch, who entered the island by building a
trading post in 1611, claimed in 1619 the fortress
city of Batavia1 and quickly after it also large parts
of the whole island (Voskuil, Heshusius, & Diessen,
1996)

This marked the beginning of Bandung.
The origins are found in the Dayeuhkalot area,
located south from the current inner city next to
the Citarum river. The area was abandoned in
1810 when the city was moved north to the Grote
Postweg2 (Voskuil, Heshusius, & Diessen, 1996).
This road connected the whole island of Java,
in order to provide a quick route for postal and
military services.
The completion of the railway between
Batavia and Bandung in 1894, triggered the
growth of the city (Tarigan, et al., 2016). Coffee,
tea, quinine and rubber plantations were
developed for the export and workers from China
were hired to work on the plantations, due to their
expertise of growing tea. The Chinese brought
their own traditions and culture with them and
started to settle around the Pasar Baru3 area.

1_ Previous Dutch name for Jakarta
2_Great post road
3_ New market

Figure 3.4_ Grote Postweg
Leushuis 2011

through Bandung ca 1920_

Figure 3.5_ Growth of Bandung, new developed streets in red
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The Dutch plantation owners lived outside
the city on their plantations and visited the city
mainly during the weekends. This made the city
an important “resort city”, due to its relatively
cooler and more comfortable climate and rich
natural setting (Tarigan, et al., 2016).
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In 1821, King William the First already
mentioned the city as an interesting location for
the colonial governmental residence of the Dutch
Indies, for its better climate, large areas suitable
for construction, its strategic inland location in the
middle of Java and it’s relatively close location
to Batavia (Van Roosmalen, 2008). It took up till
1916, when Count Van Limburg Stirum proposed
to move the governmental centre to Bandung
and the Algemeen Ingenieurs- en Architecten
Bureau (AIA) was appointed to design the new
urban extensions (Van Roosmalen, 2008). The
area, which was built during the first half of the
20th century, was designed as a garden city, with
attention to aesthetics and wide green avenues
(Tyson, 2011).

Figure 3.6_ Poster promoting the city of Bandung in Dutch_
MooiBandoeng (2019)
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Figure 3.7_ Molukkenpark ca. 1920_ Collectie Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie(2019)

Figure 3.8_ Bragaweg ca. 1938_ Boomgaard,Dijk (2001)
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4_ Special style of building configuration for Bandung
5_Indonesian word for street
6_ Named after a drama group called “Toneel Braga”
Figure 3.9_ Street with pedestrians in Bandung ca. 1937_
Dien(2019)
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European colonisers started to settle in
the newly built villa neighbourhoods to the north
of the railway. The villas were built according to
a Bandoengse bouwtrant4, due to the cooler
climate and the urgent need of housing. This
meant that the houses were semi-detched rows
of houses, instead of a single villa on a plot (Van
Roosmalen, 2008). The main business district, with
companies and hotels arose between the railway
and the Grote Postweg on the western side
along the Tjikapundung river. Whereas, Jalan5
Braga6 became in short time “the most European
shopping street of the Indies” (Voskuil, Heshusius,
& Diessen, 1996, p. 38).
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Figure 3.10_ Visual representation of Dutch villa neighbourhoods (blue) on the higher parts and local kampung neighbourhoods
(red)in the lower areas

The Chinese inhabited the area between
the railway and the Grote Postweg around the
Pasar Baru. They mainly focussed on trade and
often lived above or behind their shophouses
(Van Roosmalen, 2008). The Indonesians lived
south of the Grote Postweg and in small kampung7
settlements as islands bordering the European
neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods often
had a high population density, one-story houses,
bad sanitary, water and electricity supplies and
unpaved roads (Van Roosmalen, 2008).
The spatial distribution according to race
applied in the colonial cities made that each
neighbourhood developed its own characteristics.
The lack of space and planning in the Chinese
quarter and local kampungs created a dense city
fabric, compared to the Dutch planned garden
city (Van Roosmalen, 2008)

7_Indonesian word for village, settlement of houses from a
certain ethnicity

Figure 3.111_ Chinese temple in Bandung ca. 1910_Bosma (2013)

3.2 LAYERS OF HERITAGE
As stated before, this section focuses on
the different layers of heritage within Bandung.
Exploration of history shows that several cultures
intertwined with the Indonesian culture. The
timeline of figure 3.13 shows these cultures and
relevant events. Within this thesis, the Arab, Indian
and Portuguese cultures won’t be analysed
further, due the absence of traces of these cultures
within Bandung. The Javanese culture is also not
analysed further, because the Sundanese is the
most prominent local culture, present in Bandung.

Figure 3.12_ Distribution of listed buildings and ethnic distribution
according to a map from 1946

Chinese quarter
Dutch neighbourhood
Indonesian kampung
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Listed heritage building
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Figure 3.13_Timeline of stratification of different cultures within Indonesia
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As seen in the previous section, Bandung
shows a spatial distribution of different cultures. This
can be seen throughout the whole of Indonesia, as
the Dutch urban planning used the wijkenstelsel8.
Within the spatial distribution, shared heritage
can be recognised. For example, the Dutch city
planning gave certain restrictions to the local
and Chinese neighbourhoods. Building lines were
introduced within the Chinese and Sundanese
quarters in order to create homogeneous streets.
The Babatan9 area was planned with ten metres
distance from the main road in order to leave
space for Toko’s10 (Van Roosmalen, 2008). This
shows how Dutch city planners already were
concerned with local forms of city planning.
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The same can be said for the model
kampungs and kampung improvement plans,
initiated by Dutch in the 1920s. The kampung areas
were built on lower areas within the city, which
were filled with garbage, resulting in unhealthy
living environments (Van Roosmalen, 2008).
These plans focussed on improving the sanitary
conditions, water and infrastructure within the
kampung areas, while still trying to fit in with local
architecture (Voskuil, Heshusius, & Diessen, 1996).
However, the rent of these houses was often too
high for the local inhabitants. The care for housing
for people with the lowest income was according
to the municipality of Bandung not one of their
tasks (Voskuil, Heshusius, & Diessen, 1996).
The lacking care for the people with the
lowest income, often the Sundanese people,
made the social, economic and spatial separation
between Dutch, Chinese and Sundanese
even larger. In order to create new Dutch villa
neighbourhoods, kampung areas were totally
demolished. The growing Sundanese population
were therefore confined to a third of the original
kampung space, causing densification and even
more health problems. The plans made in 1927
tried to tackle this issue, reserving the south side

of the city for local kampungs, although this led to
further segregation the different ethnicities.
Besides
the
spatial
characteristics
of the various neighbourhoods, also cultural
characteristics influenced the space. The
Chinese, Dutch and Sundanese all had their own
architecture, with their own expression. Over
the centuries these styles mixed together whilst
being influenced by external factors. The current
stratification of cultures was also influenced by
the political climate. After the independence of
the Indonesian Republic and the retreat of the
Dutch the city was taken over by the Indonesian
people.
This meant that the buildings, left by
the Dutch, entered a new era, with a layer of
Indonesian influences. The political climate
also influenced the Chinese way of living. The
Chinese had a different connection with the
Dutch because of their specific expertise in the
cultivation of tea compared to the Indonesian
people. Therefore, a lot of Chinese people
worked had administrative functions within the
Dutch system. This meant that the Chinese often
had better positions within the colonial society.
These better positions created rivalry between
the Chinese and the Indonesian people. After
the independence, this envy caused clashes
between the two ethnicities. During the sixties and
seventies, Chinese retail and cultural expression
were banned during the Suharto regime. The
anti-Chinese attitudes reached its peak during
the 90ies, in which the shooting of students lead
to mass riots (Purdey, 2006). After the Suharto
regime the anti-Chinese policies ended, allowing
the Chinese people to express their own culture
again. In Bandung, this can be seen in festivities
like Chinese New year or in the new Chinese
gates, placed in the Chinese quarter, on either
side of Jalan Kelenteng11.

8_ Appointed neighbourhoods for local and Chinese people, within planned colonial cities
9_ Area within the Chinese neighbourhood
10_ Sundanese name for local shops
11_ Road of Chinese temple
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Figure 3.14_ Pictures of kampung improvement plans, before and after 1920 and 1927_Septiana (2019)

3.3 PREPARATION OF FIELDWORK
After performing the desk study, I started
to explore the heritage which was still left in the
city centre of Bandung. I did this according to a list
of protected heritage buildings from the Bandung
Heritage Society and maps provided by the
Shared Heritage Lab. I compared the locations
of the heritage buildings, with current images of
Google streetview, the old maps and photos. I
pinpointed the locations on a map of the city in
order to see the spatial distribution of the heritage
and indicate possible research areas.
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The protected heritage buildings were
spread out over different cultural neighbourhoods,
with most of them being Dutch architecture.
Within the list, there was no Sundanese heritage
and only some protected Chinese buildings.
Although, there was no Sundanese heritage on
the list, the culture should still be prominent in the
city, whereas it is the main ethnicity.
For each of the cultures, a different
category was made: Sundanese, Dutch and
Chinese. In order to get a larger overview of the
city, I added two additional categories, based on
their use; industrial and educational.
For each of the categories, I made a preliminary
route connecting the heritage sites. Besides the
heritage buildings, these routes were based on
the existing and potential green spaces and the
vicinity to large attractors, such as malls, museums,
parks, stations, large mosques and monuments, as
they can be seen as important orientation points
within the city. The routes and potential research
areas were discussed with Wiwi and compared
to the research performed previously by TU Delft
and the findings of the interviews.

Chinese quarter
Dutch neighbourhood

Grote postweg

Indonesian kampung
Listed heritage building
Educational route
Industrial route
Dutch heritage route
Indonesian heritage route
Chinese heritage route
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Figure 3.14_Preliminary routes covering different cultures and uses
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4

FIELDWORK
This chapter presents the results of the fieldwork.
During the fieldwork in Bandung from the 17th of
March till the 16th of April 2019, feasibility studies
were taken, in order to examine the ground
truth of the desk study, validate the routes made
beforehand and verify a route which could be
used for the inventory of data. The results are
categorised in field observations, interviews and
data collection.
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In the section below I will present the main
findings from the feasibility studies, according to
transport, sidewalks, public spaces, vegetation,
verified with some evidence found in literature.
4.1.1 TRANSPORT
After arriving in Bandung, I realised that
the routes I prepared back home would be
difficult to walk. The streets cutting through the
centre were often more lanes than expected and
without safe crossings, making it dangerous and
difficult to pass.

Most people travel through the city by
scooters, rickshaw1, angkot2 and taxis because
of the lack of a proper public transport network.
Apps like Grab and Go-Jek3 allow people to get
and to get an on-demand service. Therefore, a lot
of scooters are occupying the streets of Bandung
or are parked beside the road. The number of
vehicles has been increasing with 10 percent
over the past years, as well as the amount of air
pollution and the number of traffic jams (Lestari,
2012).
1_ Small two or three-wheeled passenger cart, either pulled
by bicycle (riksja) or motorised (tuk-tuk)
2_ Small vans with predetermined routes, without
designated bus stops
3_ (South) Asian Variant of Uber, mobile apps for personal
transport

Figure 4.1_ Two peole walking, Bandung
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4.1 FIELD OBSERVATIONS

In order to battle the traffic congestion in
the crowded city a discussion is going on about
promoting public transport, like a monorail and
increasing the number of bike routes (Jakarta
Globe, 2015). The plans for a monorail, as shown
in the Bandung planning gallery (visited March
2019) seem initiated by private parties without
much evidence that the projects would support
public interest (Interview Mr. Widjaja, 2019). There
are also other projects initiated like an elevated
Autonomous Rail Transit, a metro capsule and
a new electric diesel train. The latter one is to
connect the inner city to a new technopolis
around Gedebage, making use of the existing rail
track (Interview Mr. Widjaja, 2019).

The municipality takes a passive stance in
these developments and is currently waiting for
the best solutions and offers from private investors.
The impact of the new line to Gedebage may
seem minimal due to the use of existing railway
tracks. However, the new train will make it easier for
people to transfer to the city centre, enlarging the
pressure on the existing heritage to make space
for new developments. Implementations of new
infrastructure in the city centre itself, like raised
railway lines, will likely lead to the demolishment
of heritage in order to complete tracks or stations
or will interfere with the visibility of the heritage.
In the early 20th century, when Bandung was still
under Dutch rule, raised railway lines were also
discussed and rejected due to aesthetic issues
(Van Roosmalen, 2008).
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Figure 4.2_ Scheme of Bandung, yellow is
current municipal area, the white area is the
old city centre, turquoise is the new planned
Gedebage area, the blue lines are the
current highways, with the train as dotted line,
the red lines show planned LRT connections
based on planning gallery Bandung visited
March 2019

Figure 4.3 & 4.4_ Traffic density and parked motors

4.1.2 SIDEWALKS
Thomas Karsten already pointed out at
the beginning of the 20th century that in cooler
Indonesian cities, like Bandung, the climate
allows people to stroll and sidewalks should be
implemented (Van Roosmalen, 2008). Since the
1940s, sidewalks have safeguarded pedestrians
within the European northern part of the city.
Currently, there are still quite some roads without
sidewalks. This can also be seen in the number of
traffic accidents with major injuries, which have
increased over the last ten years often involving
pedestrians (Santosa, Mahyuddin, & Sunoto,
2017). During my field visit, I noticed myself that
the streets which have sidewalks along them are
still not easy to walk along. They would often be
obstructed or interrupted by informal food stands,
driveways to houses, broken pavement, posts
and signs.
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Figure 4.5-4.9_ Different sidewaks in Bandung

4.1.3 PUBLIC SPACES
Most of the public spaces, within
Bandung date back from the colonial days. The
public parks currently have mature trees, which
provide shaded places. The parks were recently
renovated under the supervision of former mayor
Ridwan Kamil. Certain themes were given to the
old parks in order to promote public outdoor life,
for example a photography park, a pet park and
a superhero park (interview Heru Poerbo). The
theming happened by placing artificial elements
into the old park and renovating the pavement.
During my own visit, I saw that most of these
implementations already show signs of vandalism
and wear.
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For the other parts of the city, the amount
of public space is very limited. Increasing the
amount of public green spaces within the city can
help to mitigate the effects of climate change,
such as the heavy downpours and urban heat
island effect (Giyarsih, 2010). The revival of urban
spaces is one of the points on the agenda of
the municipality (Wulandari, 2015). Lately, new
initiatives for public spaces like AlunAlun Cicendo,
micro libraries, a raised walkway of Jalan
Cihampelas and renovations of Jalan Dago show
the investment the municipality makes in order to
achieve the revival of public spaces. All of these
places already had noticeable damage to them.
According to the interview with Heru Poerbo this
might be the result of cheap materials or incorrect
preparation of the soil, due to budget cuts.

Figure 4.12_ Shaded Islulinde park with well used fountain

Figure 4.10_ New implemented features Molukkenpark

Figure 4.11_ Lapangan Tegallega park with Bandung
Lautan Api monument

Figure 4.13_ Rain tree at Cibeunying park

4.1.4 VEGETATION
The trees which are situated in Bandung
provide necessary shade. Most of the mature
trees are found in the colonial planned northern
part of the city. However, these trees were often
placed within the pavement and surrounded by
concrete. The found shaded places often did
not provide space to rest or take a break. In the
southern part of the city trees are scarce and
don’t have much space to grow. The revival of
urban spaces can be recognised in the planting
along streets. In the city centre, along streets and
in parks, planters with annual and perennial plants
are placed to provide colour. The potted plants
are mostly placed in large concrete planters,
which are often richly decorated. A lot of these
planters are broken, due to bad maintenance
or vandalism. These planters also require more
intensive care in terms of watering than plants
in open soil. The large amounts of pots can also
be seen in private spaces. Around porches and
doorways privately owned plants are added in all
sorts of containers, create a sort of semi-private
space.
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Figure 4.14_ Potted plants in front of house

Figure 4.14_ Vegetables grown on Jl. Chihampelas

4.1.5 24 HOUR ECONOMY
During my time in the city of Bandung, I
noticed how different lifestyles collided within
the city. Most Indonesian people are Muslim
and therefore they day starts early to do the
Fajr4 prayer. This meant that most people wake
up around four o’clock. The sunset is around six
in the evening throughout the whole year, which
marks the end of the day prayer Isha5 . The Salat6
is one of the five important pillars within Islam and
provides rhythm to people’s lives, with mosques
all around the city to call for each prayer.
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Besides strict Muslims there are also
Muslims that do not follow the Salat, Christian
and other religions within Bandung. The daily life
of these people is different compared to the
Muslim daily life. The city life therefore caters for
a 24-hours economy. The first markets in Bandung
start around four in the morning, bringing fresh
ingredients from the countryside into the city.
Around noon, these markets disappear, as
the goods cannot be preserved all day. These
first markets are visited by street vendors, who
prepare their meals in advance to sell during the
day. Around five o’clock PM a lot of them leave
before dusk. When most shops close, early in the
evening, different vendors gather at the pasar
malam7, which extends the city daily life until the
first people wake up to prepare food for the next
day.

4_ dawn
5_night
6_ Muslim five prayers a day
7_ night market

Figure 4.15_ Street vendors selling food Bandung

4.2 INTERVIEWS
During the interviews, I opted to find more
interesting places in the city to visit and to verify
several options for routes.
The interviews helped me to get familiar with the
city of Bandung and find places I could not find in
literature. In Bandung, I had a chance to interview
the following people:

•

•
•

•
•
•

Wiwi Tijook, born in Bandung, landscape architect at
the municipality of Rotterdam, involved in Chinese
Indonesian Diaspora Network
Jean-Paul Corten, Cultural Heritage Agency, located
in Amersfoort
SHAU architects, Florian Heinzelmann and Daliana
Suryawinata, working address during my fieldwork,
besides architecture focused on reactivating urban
spaces with micro libraries, parks, etc.
Aji Bimar (recorded), head of Bandung heritage
society
Widjaja Martokusumo (recorded), head of the
Architecture department ITB
Heru Poerbo (recorded), professor within the
Architecture department ITB

-In which places in the city centre can shared
heritage be found?
-What is the current state of the heritge?
-What are places in the city centre that attract a
lot of people?
-What is the current state of sidewlaks in the city
centre?
-Which places need to be upgraded in the city
centre, to become more walkable?

The interviews provided, besides the validation of
field observations, three major findings, which can
be described as ;
• authenticity of heritage
• what is experienced as shared heritage in
Bandung
• site selection for in-depth fieldwork
If necessary the topics are further emphasized
with additional literature.
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The last three interviews were semistructured, as the interviews were performed
according to a set of open-ended questions
about the shared heritage in Bandung. During
the interviews, I made notes, which can be found
back in the appendix A. The recorded interviews
were listen to another time and compared to the
notes taken during the interviews
Most of the interviews were about an hour long,
in which I acted as the interviewer and let the
interviewees talk about the topic freely. If needed,
I would ask questions to further sharpen the topic.
Only some of the interviews were recorded, with
permission of the interviewees. Whereas the other
interviews were not initially planned interviews,
and were therefore not recorded. However, they
were still valuable as they yielded interesting
places during my fieldwork or ‘food for thought’
during the design and research process of the
thesis.

Guiding questions were:

4.2.1 AUTHENTICITY OF HERITAGE
Within the interviews, one of the topics
which came up was ‘fake heritage’. In these
places certain heritage experiences are
replicated, mostly to take pictures with. Instagram
and Facebook are currently very popular in
Indonesia, making them one of the biggest
Instagram markets (Clement, 2019). Therefore, a
lot places cater to this market with special photo
spots. Kampung Tulip and China town Bandung
are two remodelled places given a Chinese or
Dutch atmosphere.
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The efforts done in the two examples can
be classified as themed parks. In these examples,
the heritage experience is seen as a commodity
only and therefore distorted to suit guests
(Chhabra, Healy, & Sills, 2003). The authenticity
of heritage has been marked as an important
quality within heritage tourism (Cohen, 1988).
Both of the parks are not founded on an existing
heritage base, which makes the experience not
authentic. This is further underlined by replicating
heritage buildings with modern materials,
which do not relate to the heritage. The missing
authenticity can be a trigger, which can ruin a
heritage experience.

Figure 4.16_ China town Bandung, seen from the outside

Figure 4.17_ China town Bandung, from the inside, with copied Chinese styles

4.2.2 SHARED HERITAGE IN BANDUNG
An outcome of the interviews was that
an inventory covering different cultures was
seen as preferable. In this way, the differences
and similarities of the ethnicities would become
clearer for me as a researcher.
The inventory therefore would cover
sites of Dutch, Chinese and Sundanese heritage,
as they were the main influences in the city. For
architectural Sundanese heritage this gave some
difficulties, as the Sundanese heritage within
the city centre of Bandung disappeared. The
original Sundanese houses were made of wood
and bamboo, which were changed to other
materials to prevent rotting and fire damage. In
the interviews, it became clear that Sundanese
heritage can be found in Bandung in daily urban
life. The use of public space, the kampung style
of building and living and markets are examples
of tangible and intangible Sundanese heritage.
This Sundanese heritage can be seen as a layer
on top of the other shared heritage, which has
intermingled over time.

The most of the heritage in the city is of
Dutch origin. Some of the sites are well preserved,
including villa neighbourhoods. However, there
are also areas which have been neglected and
demolished over time, like the Singer building on
the Simpang Lima1 crossing.

1_ five way crossing of the Groote Postweg

The public spaces in the city were other
elements which helped me to determine the
route for the analysis. Currently available plots
spaces form opportunities for new parks, route
entrances and places to have a rest. During the
interviews, it became apparent that there is not
much known about the green spaces in the east
of Bandung. Larger open spaces were appointed
as formal industrial spaces and a marshalling
yard. I learned that the name of the Babatan
park (I named it pigeon park, because of the
pigeon races that were held there) had a Chinese
background, translating to father. Also the street
names in this area were derived from Chinese
and Arab merchants, showing their influence in
the neighbourhood.
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The Chinese quarter and the remnants
of Chinese heritage were discussed as valuable.
This was mainly due to the fact that the Chinese
shophouses are one of the more difficult heritage
sites to preserve, as the Chinese minorities were
neglected for a long time within Indonesia and
seen as less valuable.

Furthermore, the industrial areas around
the railway offered potential for redevelopment
and creating public space. Currently, already
some of the industrial areas and informal
settlements around the railway have been cleared
in order to make space for large investments like
the Paskal mall and Landmark residence. These
tall buildings are of a different scale compared
to the small informal settlements and the industrial
areas. The remainder open areas could be
potential sites for new development of public
space.
Lastly, the train station was seen as a
main transport hub within the city. The train is one
of the main connections to other cities on Java.
This results in a lot of local tourism. Research shows
that 90% of the tourists visiting Bandung are from
Indonesia (Hurriyati, 2015). Many people from
Jakarta visit the city during the weekend in order
to escape the heat, crowdedness and smog of
the capital. Other motivations for tourists to visit
the city are shopping, Sundanese gastronomy
and visiting cultural heritage (Turgarini, Baiquni, &
Harmayani, 2018). The station will even become
more important in the future, as it forms a link to
the new Gedebage city district.

4.2.3 SELECTION OF INVENTORY ROUTE
The interviews validated my field
observations and helped me to refine the route
used for the inventory for my photo content
analysis. The route was selected based on the
major findings of the inventory including multiple
cultures and sites mentioned during the interviews.
It covers different neighbourhoods, green spaces
and heritage, each of them with their own
character. Certain streets were avoided as much
as possible, due their traffic crowdedness, which
was seen as not profitable for a shared heritage
walking route.
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Figure 4.18_ Route location within Bandung

The route starts at the train station, as one
of the main entry points of the city and an example
of Dutch heritage. Then the route travels to Pasar
baru, an area with multiple Chinese shop houses.
The route continuous to the Chinese Babatan
park. Hereafter, it travels along a local kampung
neighbourhood towards the Chinese temple.
Here examples of Chinese neighbourhoods can
be found before entering the Pasar Andir market.
The route travels north, characterised by small
informal shops and local kampung areas around
the railway. After crossing the railway, there are
more informal shops with bigger Dutch factory
buildings behind it. The route goes east after the
crossing with Alunalun Cicendo. After section
with old factories, the route travels through a villa
neighbourhood which is designed according
the garden city principles with Pendawa park
as a neighbourhood park. The route goes past a
number of schools and heritage spaces, before
entering a big road. Here, several large hotels can
be found, before crossing the railway. Just after
the entrance of Paskal mall, the route crosses the
busy road. Then the street carries on towards the
station.

Chinese neighbourhood
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Sundanese neighbourhood
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To Dutch
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micro library
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To
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Airport
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Department
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Figure 4.19_ Route with inventory points
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4.3 DATA COLLECTION, PHOTOS
OBSERVATIONS AND SENSES
This section describes the findings found
along the chosen route, according to the methods
mentioned in the research design chapter. This
includes a two times walk of the same route, the
first time noting down the experiences afterwards
whilst the second time noting down multisensory
experiences at every intersection with roads and
waterways.
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The route was walked twice on the fourth
of April 2019. The weather during that time was
28 degrees Celsius, with 66 percent humidity
and a wind speed of 8 km/h. The whole route is
5 kilometres long and travels through different
neighbourhoods within the city of Bandung. The
route crosses the railway twice and covers nine
heritage sites, mentioned during the interviews.
These sites have different functions and origin,
which are explained below.
The first walk started on 10.31 AM and took
until 11.38 AM to finish. After the walk, I sat down in
the station hall and noted down my experiences
of the whole walk.
The second walk took much longer from
12.30 PM until 15.32 PM. During this walk, I stopped
at every intersection to make photos and write
down my multisensory experiences. I went back
the next day to walk the route counter clockwise,
make more photos and some sketches.
The following segment tries to narrate the
observations
according
to
photographs,
multisensory
experiences
and
additional
information, in such a way that the reader can
get an overview of the different experiences
and characteristics of the route. The full list of
multisensory experiences and photos can be
found in appendix B and C.

4.3.1 STATION AREA
I started the observations at the south
of the central station of Bandung. This art deco
building was designed by EH de Roo in 1927,
replacing the old station building. In the 1990s,
an additional building was placed on the north
side of the rails. The street Jl. Stasiun Barat runs
just in front of the Southern entrance. There is a
constant flow of people entering and exiting the
station building. Furthermore, there are people
waiting in front of the entrance along the fence,
trying to find the shade. This is also the place
where scooters are waiting to pick up people. In
front of the station is an old steam locomotive,
surrounded by a decorative fence.
Next to the station building is another heritage
building, the headquarters of the railroads. In
front of the headquarters there is a parking lot
managed by parking attendees. A few planted
palm trees, provide some shade.
From the station there is a small back alley which
leads to the Angkot terminal. Along the back alley
are shops, a micro library and a small mosque.
Besides a concrete structure, the shops look like
temporary structures of sheet metal, wood and
canvas.
The west side of the Jl. Stasiun Barat is mostly
unpaved. Therefore, the road is in a decayed
state, with huge pools of mud. Trucks and cars
are parked on the side, along small structures of
shops.
The parking, unformal entrance and trucks make
that the atmosphere of the station area is like a
backside. The north side of the station, is just as
the South side, one big parking lot with some
palm trees.

Figure 4.20_ Station building south side

Figure 4.23_ Smalla alley towards Angkot
terminal
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Figure 4.21_ Jl. Stasiun Barat West

Figure 4.22_ Angkot parking

Figure 4.24_ headquarters of the railroads

4.3.2 PASAR BARU
Before entering the Pasar Baru area,
pedestrians have to cross Jl. Suniaraja. This four
lane road is very busy. The sidewalks on either
side are mostly occupied by vendors or parked
vehicles.
Jl. Pasar Barat is a back alley towards the
Pasar Baru. This street is not as busy as the street
running east of Pasar Baru. However, cars are still
allowed to enter this street, although there is only
5 metres of space left between the vendors shops.
Only the outside space along the buildings is used
and not the inside. The Pasar Baru itself used to be
a single story building, but was converted into a
14 stories high mall.
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Figure 4.25_ Jl. Suniaraja

Figure 4.26_ Jl. Pasar Barat

4.3.3 BABATAN PARK
When progressing to the Babatan
park, the amounts of vendors beside the road
decreases slowly. The Babatan park is currently
surrounded by concrete walls, blocking access
from the main road. These walls indicate that the
site might be bought for developments of houses.
The park could still be accessed by a small back
alley. The park was during my visit actively used
for pigeon races.

Next to the park, a small stream is found,
encased by stone walls. Whilst on the other side
houses were built next to the stream. Within the
Babatan park, some areas were designated
as vegetable plots. Besides the park, there is a
place where garbage of the neighbourhood is
collected and sorted. This waste collection site
makes that the areas has a bad odour. Chickens
and ducks were roaming the place to scramble
some left over food together. Trucks were parked,
along the whole park and sometimes loaded with
goods from the warehouses.
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Figure 4.29_Road with truck and concrete wall

Figure 4.28_ Inside Babatan park, small stream, houses and
vegetable plots
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Figure 4.27_ Inside Babatan park, pigeon races

4.3.4 SUNDANESE KAMPUNG NEIGHBOURHOOD
After the Babatan park, the route
continued in a kampung neighbourhood. The
building height and density varied a lot. Around
bigger roads the building height increased from
single or two-story houses into apartments. (seen
in sections) These roads were often quite narrow,
with all of them having no sidewalks along them.
These alleys had not much traffic, besides some
scooters and pedestrians. People living in the
neighbourhood were actively using the outdoor
spaces around their house for cooking, growing
plants, or relaxing. This mainly happened on small
open spaces around a school, mosque or an
intersection. Often there would be street vendors
selling food on these points.
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Figure 4.30_ Small opening within the kampung area with
hawker

Figure 4.31_ People living outdoors within the Sundanese kampung

4.3.5 CHINESE NEIGHBOURHOOD
From the kampung neighbourhood the
route travels to an intersection larger street. In
this street is a Chinese temple, which can be
recognised by its ornate gate. The sidewalk along
the Jl. Kelenteng is wider, and mostly filled with
hawkers. The stores behind the hawkers are often
not occupied.

On either side of the Jl. Kelenteng
are Chinese gates, signifying the Chinese
neighbourhood. From the street, trees can be
spot behind buildings, indicating private green
spaces. The temple itself is hidden from the public
by tall Polyalthia longifolia trees, and was during
the time closed to the public, because of a fire.
Examples of Chinese shop houses and informal
meeting spaces can be found in the back alley
leading towards Pasar Andir.
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Figure 4.34_ Outside appearance of the Chinese temple complex

Figure 4.33 Hidden houses and gardens within the Chinese
neighbourhood
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Figure 4.32_ Chinese gates at Jl. Kelenteng

4.3.6 PASAR ANDIR
Before entering the Pasar Andir I walked
past an open air restaurant, located in a covered
alley, run by a street vendor. The area around
Pasar Andir still shows historical buildings, which
are currently in a bad condition. The outside area
of Pasar Andir is characterized by motor parking
and vendors of fruit, vegetables and clothes. The
waste from the vendors is also collected outside,
causing a bad smell and a stream of sludge.
Angkot vans, cars and motors slowly move
through the crowd of people.
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Figure 4.35_ Outdoor dining in covered alley

Figure 4.37_ Motor parking and vendors at Pasar Andir

Figure_ 4.36 Busy road Jl. Kebon Jati after Pasar Andir

4.3.7 JL. ARJUNA TILL ALUNALUN CICENDO
From the Pasar Andir area, I crossed the
busy road and entered Jl. Arjuna. Along this road
more vendors are located in shops, cladded
with corrugated steel roofs and plastic awnings.
These shops encapsulate the mahogany trees
(Swietenia mahagoni) located in this street. They
are built just on the outer perimeter of schools
and factories, which still have some distance to
the street. The shops make that there is only a
few meters of space, which has to be shared with
shopping pedestrians, and two-way motorised
traffic.

Parked vehicles often block the road,
causing a disturbance in the pedestrian flow.
The road then crosses the railway, which causes
dangerous situations with two way motorised traffic
and pedestrians on the same level. Jl. Arjuna after
the railway crossing is in layout almost the same as
before the crossing. However, the vendors here
are more catered towards mechanics, parts and
the repair of scooters. In the midst of this, there
is a shared heritage building, the old communal
slaughterhouse which is currently housing the
department of Agriculture and Food Security.
The road ends in a roundabout located next to
Alunalun Cicendo.
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Figure 4.39_ Dangerous railway crossing
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Figure 4.38_ Traffic and shops on Jl. Arjuna

Figure 4.40_ Factories with historic value behind the shops of Jl. Arjuna
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Figure 4.41_ Motor parts and repair at Jl. Arjuna

Figure 4.42_ Jl. Arjuna towars Alunalun Cicendo

4.3.8 DUTCH NEIGHBOURHOOD
This villa neighbourhood includes series of
detached and semi-detached villas, designed
during colonial days. The streets are lined with
trees, showing the signs of garden city principles.
The roads are not busy with traffic, which makes
the neighbourhood comfortable to walk, even
without any sidewalks. Within the neighbourhood,
there are different schools of which the old ones
are linked to public green spaces. The traffic
returns on the Jl. HOS Tjokroaminoto, making it
difficult to cross. This is even enhanced further
by the number of lanes, which increases to four
lanes. Sidewalks run along large hotel buildings,
which are located further away from the street,
offering more space for green.
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Figure 4.43 & 4.44_ Semi-detached villa houses

Figure 4.45_ Jl. HOS Tjokroaminoto
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5

ANALYSIS
This chapter starts by further explaining the
concepts, introduced in the introduction. The
base of current knowledge on creating a
heritage experience, the landscape narrative
and walkability will be explored, resulting in
general principles. The chapter then will then
introduce the analytical framework, which
provides the theoretical lens to analyse the
results of the fieldwork. After that, the analytical
framework will be applied to analyse the data
collected during the inventory phase. This is
illustrated through some examples of the photo
content analysis and the phenomenological
analysis. The conclusions per site are given
in short abbreviated form. At the end of this
chapter these conclusions are evaluated,
to form cohesive conclusion per site. The
chapter concludes by transforming of the
general design principles into clustered design
guidelines to improve the experience of shared
heritage in Bandung.
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Figure 5.1_Man besides busy road, Bandung
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Figure 5.2_Structure of analysis

5.1 KNOWLEDGE BASE
5.1.1 HERITAGE EXPERIENCE
As stated in the introduction, heritage
is a modern-day interpretation of the past into
experiences (Ashworth, 1997.) Heritage provides
a current production of the desired past, which
links the present to the past (Van Vree & Van
Der Laarse, 2009). It therefore does not have to
produce an exact and precise reconstruction of
the past (Ashworth & Larkham, 1994). Because
the heritage experience does not have to be
precise, it offers more space for own interpretation
and creates a past that people can identify
themselves with, further helping to create a
collective memory (Lowenthal, 1998).
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As a landscape architect, the heritage
experience allows more creative freedom.
History is too difficult to design, because it
requires a complete and accurate design of the
experience of the past. A design cannot replicate
the past and always is an interpretation of a
designer. Moreover, historic objects had different
materialisation and requirements, than our current
society.
However, landscape design can be
used as a tool to convey a heritage experience.
As stated by Cameron & Gatewood (2000),
different aspects of design influence the heritage
experience. These aspects include access to
the heritage, different amenities, cleanliness
of the site, overall aesthetics, people that are
around, meaning for natives and lay-out of a site
(Cameron & Gatewood, 2000).

The different heritage experiences can
be categorized by combining the findings of
different researchers (Poria, Butler, & Airey, 2003;
Cameron & Gatewood, 2000). These categories
form a first set of general principles for the design
of shared heritage experiences:

Heritage experience_ This experience is about
creating a “back in time” experience, often trying
to replicate history as accurate as possible. Live
actor roleplays and practices are often used by
museums to let people experience the heritage.
Learning experience_ This experience aims for the
educational value of heritage and is often there
to inform people about the past. Heritage tourists
want to learn something about the heritage
during their trip.
Recreational experience_ This experience aims
to create a pleasurable experience for people.
Fun and aesthetics are important aspects for this
experience.
Personal experience (numen)_ This experience
aims to let people get emotionally attached
to the heritage, by seeking for identity and
belonging. The seeking for identity and belonging
is often referred to as “numen” seeking. By using
the heritage to escape reality people can get a
transcendental and meaningful connection with
a place- and time period. This experience is very
personal. A design can steer towards a spiritual
experience, but can never create it fully. Within
landscape design there should be space left for
people to form their own experience.

5.1.2 SHARED HERITAGE EXPERIENCE
Currently, there is no literature about
the experience of shared heritage. In order
to formulate principles, for designing a shared
heritage experience, literature of heritage
and creating a heritage experience has to be
compared to see if it is applicable for shared
heritage. Looking at the given definition of shared
heritage defined in the introduction, some overlap
can be found with heritage and the heritage
experience. Both deal with translating the past into
consumable experiences and whereas heritage is
an identity defining element, shared heritage is as
well. Based on the similarities, assumed is that the
heritage experiences can be applied to a shared
heritage experience. However, shared heritage
is more complex, due to the fact that there are
more cultures involved. To show the diversity and
the different layers of cultures is therefore one of
the main objectives in creating a shared heritage
experience.

“They (the narratives) intersect with sites,
accumulate as layers of history, organize
sequences, and inhere in the materials and
processes of the landscape (Potteiger & Purinton,
1998, p. 5).”
The landscape narratives make us familiar
with the landscape and play a critical role in
placemaking. It shapes the way we see a place,
influenced by time, society and personal beliefs.
By attaching the stories to a landscape, the stories
become more tangible and real, which are often
portrayed in the physical form of the landscape.
The landscapes then can retell the story, as
described by Edmund Leach in Landscape
narratives, design practices for telling stories;

Unlike spoken narratives, spatial narratives
are silent and less continuous. The viewer can
enter the space at a certain point and can start
reading the space from that point, creating
different experiences. The viewer often becomes
the narrator of the story and has to piece
certain elements together, or make up their own
narrative. The landscape can be determining for
the narrative, often connecting landscape and
architecture. “In addition to providing the ground
of memory or context, landscape narratives also
transgress conventional boundaries of built form
(Potteiger & Purinton, 1998, p. 12).” The urban
design is often used as a theatre, creating a
setting which can support encounters between
people, start events and allow people to make
new stories (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998).
The landscape architect can be seen as a
story teller, who can use a designed landscape to
tell a story. The tales and stories which lay hidden in
the landscape can be retold by a researcher into
a narrative chronology (Creswell, 2014). By doing
so, the information which was hidden before
becomes available again for later generations. In
the process of telling stories through design, some
stories are chosen to be left out. In this redesign
process, the designer has to remain unbiased in
order to prevent the loss of stories. Besides that,
the newly designed landscape should still allow
people to formulate their own narrative of the
landscape. Within design, there are different ways
to make narrative visible or readable. This can
either be done explicitly and really grafted onto
a site by downgrading original stories, or more
implicit, where natural processes and cultural
practices inscribed the landscape (Potteiger &
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5.1.3 LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE

It is not just that “places” serve to remind us of the
stories that are associated with them; in certain
respects, the places only exist... because they
have stories associated with them. But when once
they have acquired this story-based existence,
the landscape itself acquires the power of “telling
the story (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998, p. 7).”

Purinton, 1998). Naming, sequencing, revealing/
concealing, gathering and opening are general
principles used to design the landscape narrative.
The first three can also be used during the analysis
to find out the current landscape narrative. Each
of them is explained shortly below.
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Naming
The act of giving a name to a place.
Just as much as giving shape and form to a
landscape, naming of places is part of the
creative process, in which landscape architects
be involved in (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998). It
expresses possession and identity and can be
altered throughout time and context. Place
names can refer to important people, events
and neighbouring places. Changing a name is a
big symbolic gesture and often done to contest,
control or reclaim spaces (Potteiger & Purinton,
1998). After the Indonesian independence a lot
of the street names in Bandung were altered.
The Dutch words “straat” and “weg” were
changed to the Indonesian “Jalan”. Streets like
the “Beatrixboulevard”, a street named during
the Dutch occupation after the Dutch princess
Beatrix, was changed to “Jalan Dipatiukur” after
a 17th century Sundanese heroInvalid source
specified.. Streets like the “Pasteurweg”, named
after the famous biologist Louis Pasteur stayed the
same because it is not associated with the Dutch
suppressor.
Sequencing
The act of setting a series of events,
spaces, etc. in a particular order. Within stories
the sequencing is important for the emotions and
overall feel of the story. Landscapes can have a
sequencing of space, including the formal and
physical aspect of the space. Closely linked to this
are the aspects of movement, rhythm and speed,
which are mainly determined by the sequence
of spaces. One other aspect is time. Creating
different rooms or reoccurring elements in design
can suggest time in a certain way. As Lawrence
Halprin wrote ”Set out to design not an object but

an experience over time (Potteiger & Purinton,
1998, p. 122).”
Revealing/Concealing
The act of showing information or
tactically leaving some parts hidden or untold.
These concepts can be used by a designer to
make a viewer better understand a narrative,
make others less dominant or start a longing for
more information. There are three fundamental
ideas which connect to landscape narratives;
secrets, transparency and masking/unmasking.
They form a special connection between the
author and the reader (Potteiger & Purinton,
1998).
In the case of secrets the reader is
engaged in the narrative to find out the hidden
information, hold back by the author. With
transparency the author gives information and
invite the reader to try to find out the mechanics
behind it. Masking and unmasking opens up the
paradoxical space between what is hidden and
what can be seen. It requires the author to design
complex images and the reader to find out about
the mask and what is beneath it (Potteiger &
Purinton, 1998).
Gathering
The act of making narratives and
landscapes. Bringing together different events,
characters and processes and placed within
meaningful context. Gardens and any type of
landscape that have confined borders, which
encapsulate the narratives to a place and create
a “story space”. Memory is critical in the process,
as the narrative is used to tie events together to
make sense of place and experiences (Potteiger
& Purinton, 1998). This collective memory can
be seen as a form of gathering. It is a way
of preserving and keeping what is important
for future generations. Souvenirs, museums
and collections are examples of gathering to
remember information and memories in order to
not forget (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998).

Opening
The act of leaving space for people
to form their own narratives.Currently, a lot of
places are designed as closed narratives. Places
like theme parks, malls and gated communities
are often more marketable, clean and safe,
but may erase more subtle, layered and less
profitable narratives that have developed over
time (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998). Open narratives
leave more space for interpretation, are layering
multiple time frames, participatory and not predetermined. The stories which are less known are
often only acquired after spending more time in
the area and hearing local stories. By breaking
up unity of structure, openings for interpretation
are created. All landscapes are under constant
pressure of physical and cultural change. This
change should also be possible within design,
leaving space for evolution of landscapes.

5.1.4 WALKABILITY AND EXPERIENCE
“Walking is first and foremost a type of transportation,
a way to get around, but also provides an informal
and uncomplicated possibility for being present
in the public environment (Gehl, 2011, p. 133)”.
Walking is a very basic mode of
transportation, but has been neglected more
and more, since the introduction of the car
and other forms of transportation. Many of the
current European cities were developed from
small Medieval cities. In these cities, the main
activities were closely situated and within walking
distance. Buildings were also built to be observed
via walking and often were richly decorated to
show wealth and status. Older cities still show
these qualities, resulting in lively and pleasant

The industrial revolution changed the way
people perceived the landscape. Instead of the
5 km/h, which is the standard walking speed,
architecture developed to be perceived at the
speed of cars. This resulted in longer, monotonous
facades and larger signing and advertising,
without incorporating the human scale. The
cities grew exponentially and newly developed
suburban neighbourhoods became lifeless,
because walking was not taken into account
(Gehl, 2010).
The importance of walkable areas was
already stated by several designers in the last
century. In “The death and life of great American
cities” (1961) Jane Jacobs draws the attention to
sidewalks and their importance. She states that
sidewalks, besides providing a platform to walk on,
are an important source of city life. She also states
that the streets and sidewalks are the cities vital
organs and if a street looks dull, the city will look
dull as well. The feeling of safety is one of the main
attributes in order for people to enjoy outdoor
space. Therefore a street needs to be relatively
busy, have clear distinctions of public and private
space and have windows overlooking the street
(Jacobs, 1961).
In 1981 Ronald Wiedenhoeft states that
cities in Europe and the U.S., at that time were
planned for cars and not for people, often
creating spaces which do not take the human
scale into account. His principles of urban
development and planning also underline that
a city should have cars around the city centre
and free pedestrian movement within the
downtown area. These areas should have higher
quality including, planting, walkways, street
furniture, fitting surfaces and larger architectural
improvements like arcades, plazas and pedestrian
bridges (Wiedenhoeft, 1981). Paying attention
to these elements should therefore increase the
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“Where the designer is silent other voices may
be heard, where the writer leaves unfinished
the reader may complete, what the designer
deconstructs the visitor may imaginatively
construct (Potteiger & Purinton, 1998, p. 205).”

spaces to be in and attracting locals and tourists
to go to these cities.

walkability of the city centre. Another element
which persuades people to walk is the presence
of other people. As, an empty street does not
encourage people to walk or stay in the area
(Gehl, Cities for people, 2010). However, when
a space is too crowded it also does not benefit
the walkability. The freedom of movement is lost
when the upper limit of pedestrians on a two-way
street reaches around 10 to 15 pedestrians per
meter (Gehl, 2011).
In “Pedestrian and transit-friendly design:
A Primer for Smart Growth” (1996) Ewing lists 23
features which are needed to sustain pedestrian
traffic. He sorts the features according to three
levels of importance. Whereas the essential
features provide the vital needs to enable people
to walk and the highly desirable and additional
provide features which make the act of walking
more enjoyable.
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FEATURES NEEDED FOR PEDESTRIANSEWING (1996)
Essential features

1 Medium-to-High 		
Densities
2 Mix of Land Uses
3 Short to Medium Length
Blocks
4 Transit Routes Every
Half-Mile
5 Two- or Four-Lane
Streets (with Rare
Exceptions)
6 Continuous Sidewalks
Wide Enough for
Couples
7 Safe Crossings
8 Appropriate Buffering
from Traffic
9 Street-Oriented
Buildings
10 Comfortable and Safe
Places to Wait

Highly desirable

11 Supportive 			
Commercial Uses
12 Gridlike Street 		
Networks
13 Traffic Calming along
Access Routes
14 Closely Spaced Shade
Trees along Access
Routes
15 Little Dead Space, or
Visible Parking
16 Nearby Parks and
Other Public Spaces
17 Small-Scale Buildings
(or Articulated Larger
Ones)
18 Classy Looking Transit
Facilities

Nice additional

19 Streetwalls
20 Functional Street
Furniture
21 Coherent, Small-Scale
Signage
22 Special Pavement
23 Lovable Objects, 		
Especially Public Art

5.2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
As stated in the introduction, it is assumed
that the access of the heritage, the routing towards
the heritage and the narrative of the place play
an important role in the heritage experience. The
analytical framework will explore this by finding
out the relation between the chosen concepts of
walkability and landscape narrative.

This will provide the theoretical lens to
analyse the pictures, made during the inventory.
The concept of walkability will be used to
research the physical access of the heritage. This
will give more insight in how people experience
the surroundings. The concept of landscape
narrative will be used in order to research what
story people can experience and how this can be
translated into a narrative about shared heritage.
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Figure 5.3_Analytical framework

5.2.1 RESEARCHING AND DESIGNING THE
LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE
In their book Landscape narratives, design
practices for telling stories, Potteiger & Purinton
(1998) define the narrative as the combination
between the story (content) and the telling
(expression). The story can be further split into
the events, characters and settings of a specific
place. In the case of the landscape narrative, the
landscape becomes the expression of the story.
By analysing the events, characters and settings
of a landscape, it becomes clear if a certain
narrative can be interpreted already. It also helps
to identify elements which either help to convey a
message or spoil the experience of the narrative.
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Figure 5.4_Shared heritage experienced through the landscape narrative based on Potteiger and Purinton (1998)

5.2.2 RESEARCHING WALKABILITY
To investigate the walkability of shared
heritage places in Bandung, knowledge is
needed on how walkability is researched.
According to Ewing and Handy (2009), people
all define their own walkability of a certain place
according to three parameters; physical features,
urban design features and individual reactions.
Figure 5.5 shows the interplay of these three
features, which determines how eager people are
to walk in a specific area. All of the components
are discussed below.

Physical elements needed for walkability
The physical elements are features
which determine the ability of people to walk
somewhere. For example, people will rate
a place low on walkability when there is no
sidewalk beside the road. A walkable physical
environment allows people to comfortably walk,
without any interfering obstacles. The features
by Ewing (1996) mentioned in the knowledge
base can be taken as a guideline for a walkable
physical environment.
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Figure 5.5_Interplay of physical and urban design features, which determine the walkability and in the end the perceived
heritage experience based on Ewing and Handy (2009)
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Urban design features that define walkability
The urban design literature provides an
extensive list of perceptual qualities that may affect
the walking environment (Ewing & Handy, 2009).
As stated by Ewing and Handy (2009), the field of
landscape architecture as well as architecture,
planning and environmental psychology are
linked to walkability. These fields all state the
importance of these perceptual qualities, but
have not measured them. They selected eight
of them according to the importance given in
literature; imageability, enclosure, human scale,
transparency, complexity, legibility, linkage
and coherence. Moreover, they successfully
operationalised the first five qualities and tested
them according to a number of parameters.
Based on the conclusions of Ewing and Handy,
these five will be used according to their
operationalised meaning in the photo analysis of
the urban spaces of Bandung. A full list of the 51
qualities can be found in the appendix D

Imageability_ The quality of a space to be
recognisable, remarkable and memorable, often
measured by the number of historic buildings or
setting characterizing elements.
Enclosure_ The quality of a space to be “roomlike”. It can be measured by the amount of
vertical and horizontal elements, which help to
enclose a space. A space will start to feel like a
room when vertical elements provide walls and
horizontal elements form a roof. Enclosure can
also become a negative element, as a space
can become claustrophobic if it is too confined
for the amount of people and activities.

Human scale_ The quality of a space to be
catered to fit a size which can be comprehended
and used by humans. Often this is measured by
elements which correlate to a standard size
known to people, like trees, cars etc.
Transparency_ The quality of a space to allow
passages and views to spaces beyond. This tells
the observer something about the options to go
to and explore.
Complexity_The quality of a space to be not
understood at one glare. An increasing amount of
elements in a space will increase the complexity
of a space. Spaces can become too complex
and blurred if too many elements are present.

Although these urban design features are
not defined by landscape architects, overlap
can be found within literature more common
in the profession of landscape architecture, for
example in the book of Kevin Lynch (1960). In this
book he breaks the city down into basic elements
of nodes, paths, districts, landmarks and edges. All
of these can be translated into common physical
qualities, described as;
Singularity_ Sharp boundary, contrasting with
other elements, making the single element stand
out.
Form simplicity_ Clarity and simplicity of
geometrical sense found in elements.
Continuity_Continuance of an edge, surface or
rhythmic interval within the city fabric.
Dominance_ Dominance of one element over
others by shape, size or intensity, making other
elements belong to that element.

Directional differences_ Asymmetries, gradients
and radial differences noticed within the city.
Visual scope_Quality which tells something
about the visibility of other elements, through
transparency overlap, views or articulating
elements, which help to visually explain a space.
Motion awareness_ Quality which helps the
observer navigate, using kinetic and visual
senses, and creates awareness on the layout
and movement through a city.
Time series_ Quality to observe series which can
be sensed over time, either by item-by-item
linkages or certain structures, melodies or series.
Names/ meanings_ Non-physical characteristic
qualities which help the observer to recognise
places.

I compared the findings of Lynch (1960)
with those of Ewing and Handy (2009) to spot
differences or neglected topics. This provided a
list, which can be found in the appendix E. Most
of the urban design qualities showed overlap
with the form qualities and could be placed in
these categories. However for the form qualities
mentioned by Lynch, directional differences and
time series do not have any fitting urban design
qualities. Directional differences relate to the
structure of the city on a larger scale. They include
asymmetries, gradients and radial differences
noticed within the city. A lot of the urban design
qualities are in some way connected to these
directional differences, but do not express this
on the same scale. Time series is another quality
which cannot be fully described by the urban
design qualities. The urban design qualities lack
a term which describes the passing of time or
the experience of this. In order to describe both
directional differences and time series a urban
design quality of sequence can be used, to both
capture the qualities of time series and directional
differences.
Lastly, as a critique on the theory of Lynch,
it can be concluded that it misses the human
side of perspective. Therefore, the new quality
of human needs/comfort can be introduced, to
make up for this.
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Clarity of joint_High visibility and clear relation of
places where two or more elements meet.

These physical qualities show overlap
with the urban design qualities, as mentioned by
Ewing and Handy(2009). For example, singularity
is mentioned by both parties and coupled to the
urban design quality of imageability. As described
by Lynch (1960), the contrast with the immediate
visible surroundings or the experience of the
observer makes it a remarkable and recognisable
element in the city. These findings were taken into
the basic set of principles. However, to keep in line
with theory, only the five urban design features of
Ewing and Handy (2009) were used in the analysis
of the pictures.

Individual reactions that define walkability
In addition to the physical features and
urban design features Ewing and Handy (2009)
mention the individual reactions as the last feature
that determines someone’s walkability rating of
a place. These reactions will differ per person,
whereas each person has a different background
and different needs. For example, people with
disabilities will need more space on sidewalks,
even paving and special pavement when visually
impaired. Age is another factor, with older people
needing more places to rest. Although walking
might be embedded in certain cultures, it is
lacking in the Indonesian culture. Improving the
physical conditions of sidewalks and the urban
design features will help people to change their
reaction and might promote walking.

5.2.3 CONCLUSION
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Conclusions can be drawn from the
different sources of literature, which form a
base for new knowledge on shared heritage
experiences. shared heritage can be seen as
a connecting element, which, just as heritage,
creates a common identity. On top of that, it
creates something more inclusive than heritage.
It interlinks cultures with each other and blends
them together into something new. The variety
of cultures or dominant cultures make that
shared heritage sometimes is blurred and not
perceivable, because common and unique
features are not displayed. It could mean that
the shared aspects may have been hidden or
concealed. Therefore, events, characters and
processes of shared heritage can be gathered
using the landscape narrative. The common link
between different cultures can become clear,
by revealing and gathering stories relevant to
shared heritage. This is also where the landscape
architects come into play. As they can translate
the story of shared heritage into the public space.

The public space is also a main feature
within walkability. As seen in the literature,
walkability is determined by physical features,
urban design and the perceptions of these two.
The public space therefore becomes the main
base for creating a walkable environment. It is
the public space that needs to fulfil a number of
criteria in order to become a space that people
would enjoy walking. The public space will
determine what people perceive and how they
perceive it. For a shared heritage experience, this
translates into taking shared heritage buildings
into account when designing public space.
Therefore, physical, visual and social accessibility
are vital elements in the design of public space.
Here the experience of shared heritage ties into
the public space, its walkability and the narrative
told. The public space will become the “stage”
on which the story of the “characters” (the shared
heritage buildings) is told. The landscape narrative
can be seen as the play which takes place in the
landscape. It uses, just like theatre plays, elements
which either enhance the experience or can
break it.
Use in analysis
The
theory
listed
before
gives
opportunities to analyse the public space in
means of walkability and landscape narrative.
Basic elements and criteria of these theories can
be found within pictures of the site. These pictures
can are analysed in order to see if the heritage
is visible, accessible and what the current
landscape narrative is, told on site. By combining
this information the shared heritage experience
is described. From this elements, which help the
shared heritage experience, can be enhanced
and elements which spoil the shared heritage
experience can be covered. The list below,
derived from theory, will be used to do deductive
coding table, when observing the photos.

LIST BASIC PRINCIPLES SHARED HERITAGE
Prerequisites for creating a shared heritage experience

HERITAGE
EXPERIENCE

LANDSCAPE
NARRATIVE

PHYSICAL
WALKABILITY

Essential features

CREATE
BACK IN TIME
EXPERIENCE

NAMING

CREATE
LEARNING
EXPERIENCE

SEQUENCING

CREATE NUMEN
(PERSONAL)
EXPERIENCE

REVEALING/
CONCEALING

1 Medium-to-High 		
Densities
2 Mix of Land Uses
3 Short to Medium 		
Length Blocks
4 Transit Routes Every
Half-Mile
5 Two- or Four-Lane
Streets (with Rare
Exceptions)
6 Continuous
Sidewalks Wide 		
Enough for Couples
7 Safe Crossings
8 Appropriate
Buffering from Traffic
9 Street-Oriented 		
Buildings
10 Comfortable and
Safe Places to Wait

URBAN DESIGN
FEATURES

CREATE
DISTINCTIVE
AREAS
AROUND THE
HERITAGE
CREATE A
ROOMLIKE
FEELING
WITHIN
SPACES

Highly desirable

CREATE
RECREATIONAL
EXPERIENCE

REPRESENT
DIFFERENT
CULTURES IN A
MODERN WAY

GATHERING

OPENING

11 Supportive 		
Commercial Uses
12 Gridlike Street 		
Networks
13 Traffic Calming 		
along Access Routes
14 Closely Spaced
Shade Trees along 		
Access Routes
15 Little Dead Space,
or Visible Parking
16 Nearby Parks and 		
Other Public Spaces
17 Small-Scale
Buildings (or
Articulated Larger 		
Ones)
18 Classy Looking 		
Transit Facilities
Nice additional
19 Streetwalls
20 Functional Street 		
Furniture
21 Coherent, SmallScale Signage
22 Special Pavement
23 Lovable Objects, 		
Especially Public Art

MAKE
HERITAGE
STAND OUT
SHOW
POSSIBLE
ROUTES TO
OTHER PUBLIC
SPACES
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MAKE SMALL
SCALE
PERCEIVABLE
SPACES

5.3 PHOTO CONTENT ANALYSIS
For the photo content analysis, the photos
made during the inventory in Bandung were
analysed, using the analytical framework as
codes. Representative photos of Sundanese,
Dutch and Chinese sites, were chosen in order
to get an overview of the different cultures. From
the photos, the elements of walkability and the
current landscape narrative were derived, using
the sub-categories of setting, characters, events,
physical walkability and urban design features
in perspective to the nearby shared heritage
building. For the Dutch heritage, I chose the station
building and for the Chinese heritage the temple
area. For the Sundanese culture the location of Jl.
Arjuna is chosen, which shows signs of Sundanese
culture in its open air markets. Considering there
is no Sundanese heritage building I related the
analysis to the Dutch heritage building of the old
communal slaughterhouse.
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Figure 5.6_Shared heritage buildings on the station square

I analysed photos from the inventory until
I got a saturation of information. This meant that
no new elements found and could be ascribed
to the codes and the average of the urban
design features was stable. The results related to
the tested subcategories were put in Excel and
listed according their frequency. These frequently
mentioned words describe important factors seen
in Bandung, which determine the shared heritage
experience or spoil it.
In order to give insight in the process of
the photo analysis, an example of a picture of the
station square is given and explained below.
In this example, the heritage building (if visible)
is given a yellow colour. For walkability, a blue
colour is used. Lastly, the landscape narrative
uses red hues.

5.3.1 SHARED HERITAGE BUILDINGS
In the picture two shared heritage
buildings are visible. On the right hand of the
picture the station building can be seen. The
headquarters of the railway company can be
seen in the middle of the picture.

Figure 5.7_Photo location
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Figure 5.8_Physical walkability

5.3.2 PHYSICAL WALKABILITY
In the picture, sidewalks are present, yet
their condition is poor. Cracks and missing tiles
can be spotted. The main road is also partly
broken and half of it is cut off with some loose
planters. Besides the sidewalk there is not much
space reserved for pedestrians. The width of the
sidewalk would just offer enough space for two
people to pass comfortably, but does not allow
space to stand and wait. The sidewalks are not
sloped on the sides and quite high, which may
deliver problems for elderly, wheelchair users and
handicapped people when getting on or off
the sidewalk. Another obstacle, mainly for these
groups with walking difficulties, is the concrete
edging used to mark parking spaces. As seen
in the picture, there is no indication of any safe
pedestrian crossings when crossing the road
towards the station building.

5.3.3 URBAN DESIGN FEATURES
The urban design features can be
recognised to a certain extent in this picture.
Therefore is each of the features expressed on
a scale, instead of their frequency. I rated the
pictures from one to ten and calculated the
average for each site of the different locations.

Imageability
The shared heritage buildings, other old
buildings, locomotive and planting help to create
a memorable image of the site. Because of the
fences and parking, there is not much interaction
with the building and the users of the space.
Therefore, I rated the site with a six.

Human scale
The human scale in the picture can be
recognised in awnings, trees, planters and fences.
The buildings are of a small scale, creating enough
interaction with the people using the outside
space. The human scale might be difficult to find
in the parking area.

Enclosure
The right side of the picture, perfectly
creates a “room-like” feeling with “walls” created
by the building and even a “roof” trough the
awning and the canopy of trees. In the left of the
picture there the “wall” is more blurred, because
of the many interfering objects, “competing’’ to
become the “wall”. The back “wall” is created by
the buildings in the back. I rated the site a four on
a scale of enclosure, because of the unclear lefthand side.

Figure 5.9_Human scale

Figure 5.10_Enclosure

Figure 5.11_Imageability

Figure 5.12_Transparency
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Transparency
In the pictures indicators of possible routes
and other spaces can be found. We can see that
the road travels straight on, indicated by the
traffic coming from that way. Large trees in the
distance indicate the presence of open green
spaces, behind the buildings. The person and
curving sidewalk to the right, indicate that there
is more space behind the hedge. I rated the site
as an eight for transparency, given that there are
multiple options to go to.

Complexity
The picture offers little space where the
eye can rest. Elements are packed together,
creating a horizon of elements packed together.
Wires running through the image, make that
even the sky is not free. The site got an eight for
complexity, because the site is more complex
than empty.
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Figure 5.12_ Complexity

5.3.4 LANDSCAPE NARRATIVE
Characters
The characters of the space can be
interpreted in two ways, in one way it can involve
the shared heritage buildings and the other way
on the people using the space. It can be therefore
more interesting to look at the events that people
are undertaking themselves or with the heritage
building.
Events
The people are currently using the space
for driving, waiting and parking. The group of
people waiting for the entrance of the station
building is clumped together to get a bit of the
available shade. Moreover, the station entrance
does not offer any “spill out” area to comfortable
wait. Most of the areas are used for parking cars
and motorbikes. Besides that, most of the area
seen in the photo is reserved for roads.
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Setting
In the picture, elements can be found
which help to build a setting, which could be used
when narrating the shared heritage story. There
are several older buildings, beside the shared
heritage buildings, which can help to set the stage.
The old hotel had a striking colour which makes it
stand out from the heritage buildings. The fences
used have decorative value and ensure space for
hedges and other green. Besides that there is an
old locomotive, which can be seen as a narrating
object, indicating the relation of the buildings to
the railway and their history. Currently, this object
is surrounded by parked cars, preventing people
to come close to the object. There are more
elements which echo the age of the city like the
ornate street sign, resembling classic styles from
before the 20th century.
Lastly, another element which can be
used in the setting of the station square is the
planting. Palm trees and more mature trees
provide the necessary shade. The potted plants
could be seen as elements which claim the public
space. They are multipurpose elements, which
beside safety, increase the aesthetic value.
There are also elements which spoil the
site. Such as the wires running throughout the
image and the parked cars and motors, causing
a lot of dead space.

Figure 5.13_ Characters and events
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Figure 5.14_ Setting
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5.3.5 CONCLUSIONS PER SITE
The conclusions of the photo coding process are
listed in abbreviated form below.
DUTCH STATION SQUARE
Urban design features
• Complexity_7.8
• Transparency_5.5
• Enclosure_6
• Imageability_4.9
• Human scale_6.5
Areas are not fully enclosed and offer limited
clear options to travel to
areas are over complex due to use of materials,
styles and lack of defined spaces
human scale is found in trees, smaller shops and
details of elements
Lack of centrality offers limited imageability
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Physical walkability
No places to rest in shade
there are no safe crossings offered
Sidewalks are available but broken and offer
limited space
Hawkers, cars, small shops and cars hinder
pedestrians

The many small shops make the site
complex, blocking the views to sites behind them
The lane of trees makes the site enclosed, on
the crossing with the railway the scene becomes
really open.
The long axis with trees makes the site stand out,
however blurred by the many small shops.
The small shops are made for people providing a
lot of human scale.
Physical walkability
With no distinct sidewalk and two-way
traffic, the street becomes dangerous for the
shopping pedestrian public. There are no safe
options to cross the road from either side. The
crossing with the railway uses a single strip of
asphalt, making it a bottleneck, while being
unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. The small
shops and parked motors block the pedestrian
flow.
Landscape narrative
The life on the street is different than the life
behind the shops, close to the factory buildings.
This contrast of small scale shops, large trees and
factory buildings, shows layers of different use.
CHINESE TEMPLE

Landscape narrative
• cars and wires spoil the site
• the space doesn’t offer a place to wait
• trees, planters, older buildings and decorative
fences help to set a setting
• memory linking objects (locomotive) help to
create a of the station narrative
SUNDANESE STREET
Urban design features
• Complexity_7.5
• Transparency_4.1
• Enclosure_5.7
• Imageability_5.2
• Human scale_7.2

Urban design features
Complexity_6.2
Transparency_4.8
Enclosure_6.5
Imageability_4.9
Human scale_6.9
The redone pavement makes the Chinese quarter
less complex. Walls and impermeable fences
make that places are secluded from the street,
like the temple itself. The small alleys around the
temple do not provide a memorable image.
On the contrary, the implemented gates help
to make the area recognisable. The small shops
provide a human scale to the neighbourhood,
which also becomes enclosed.

5.4
Physical walkability
The overall physical walkability of the Chinese
area is quite good, due to the fairly new
pavement. The stone balls help to ensure safety
for pedestrians, however, combined with the
hawkers they obstruct the pedestrian flow.
Landscape narrative
The gates, on either end of Jalan Kelenteng, help
to achieve the setting of the Chinese narrative.
Though, the materialisation and craftsmanship
is missing, which makes them question the
authenticity. Unfinished paint and plasterboards
showing spoil a heritage experience. Besides that,
the wires and advertising spoil the setting. Posters
and signs could also benefit an experience, when
properly aligned with the human scale, building
lines and their use.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL 			
ANALYSIS

In this analysis the list of observations from
the first walk and the second walk were compared,
focussed on the observations done on site. For
the station area I included the observations from
point one to four, point 47 and point 48. For the
Sundanese street I took the observations from
point 30 till 35 and for the Chinese area point 22
to 29. This provided me with conclusions for each
of the sites;

5.4.2 SUNDANESE STREET
Large mature trees provide shade in
these areas. This makes that the public space is
more actively used. Currently, there are several
small shops located right on the outside of the
perimeter of factory areas, creating a whole
different setting in between the shops, closed off
from the factories. The whole area can be seen
as an area ideal for people shopping at the small
shops. However, two-sided traffic makes it unsafe
for people to cross or stroll along the streets.
5.4.3 CHINESE TEMPLE
The small scale of the Chinese
neighbourhood is noticed in contrast to the larger
Jalan Kelenteng. The contrast is further enhanced
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5.4.1 DUTCH STATION SQUARE
The whole area of the station felt like a
backside because of the parking areas, informal
shops and the approach via a small alley. The
roads with broken pavement or no pavement at
all made the station area feel industrial and an
unsuitable place for pedestrians. In front of the
station, close to the shared heritage buildings,
there is no place to rest in the shade. The heat
combined with dust, trash and exhaust fumes
make the area unpleasant to be in. In order to get
to the station, pedestrians have to cross roads,
with multiple lanes, that are dangerously busy
with traffic.

by the absence of cars in the small streets. Front
gardens and small squares, with hidden elements,
give the area its own characteristics. The gates
and shops houses help to indicate that the area
is Chinese. Even though, the gates represent
the Chinese culture in a less subtle way than the
shophouses.

5.5

CONCLUSIONS

Comparing
the
phenomenological
observations with the photo content analysis,
provides the research with some conclusions
which can be taken into account within the
general design principles to make them into
guidelines
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According to the phenomenological
analysis, the train station feels like a backside.
This can be explained by the parked cars, the
road running in front of the station entrance,
broken pavement and blocked views by informal
shops from the main road. These problems
have overlap within the general principles,
for example. Parked vehicles create a lot of
dead space. In terms of physical walkability this
can be negative. Furthermore, they prevent
people access from the heritage building. The
same could be said for the shops, which block
the visual and physical access. The first floor of
buildings is blocked. Therefore the building offers
no interaction with the public space. This can be
seen in the imageability of the place as well. The
recognisable features of the places are “blurred”
and not visible, due to informal shops, hawkers
and increased complexity. Because the heritage
is often not visible and accessible, part of the
experience is lost.
Narrating elements, like the locomotive,
help to set the narrative of an area. These
narrating elements should be clearly visible and
recognisable in order to put meanings and value
to it. Besides that these narrating elements should

reflect the culture of which the story is told, to
make the link between built heritage and the
public space.
From both the phenomenological analysis
and the photo content analysis the importance
of shade became clear. People will search for the
spots with the most shade to wait and set up their
shop. Trees can be seen as elements which have
multiple functions. Firstly, they offer protection
from the sun, aiding human comfort in the tropical
climate. Moreover, trees can be used to define
and enclose spaces, introducing a human scale.
On top of that, when properly used trees can
help to create a setting of a space, aiding the
landscape narrative.
People have to cross busy roads in order
to get access to the site and its heritage, which
makes it difficult to maintain physical, visual and
social access. The lack of sidewalks make it even
more dangerous for people. The walkability would
increase, if both pedestrians and motorised traffic
would have their own designated space. The
sidewalks that are present, do not offer enough
space and are often broken.
The heritage does not stand out from
the other buildings in the city. This makes that
the narrative of the place is not readable. The
narrative would become clearer if the heritage
would have a distinctive area around it and
displayed in a clear way.
The wires and advertising seen in the
pictures further spoil heritage narratives and
“blur” visual accessibility. These wires should be
put under the surface of paving, to gain a better
visual access. This helps to get a more organised
street.
The hawkers, were often seen as an obstacle for
pedestrians. However, they are also part of the
local culture and daily life and represent this local
narrative. Therefore, the guidelines for shared
heritage should take them into account.

5.6 CLUSTERING OF GUIDELINES
From the analytical framework an
extensive list of general principles (p. 77) was
derived including; physical walkability, urban
design features concerning walkability and the
landscape narrative. In the analysis phase the
shared heritage sites in Bandung were tested
according to walkability, heritage experience
and the landscape narrative. The conclusions of
the analysis informed the process of formulating
theory of design guidelines, which help to design
walkable sites and improve the experience of
shared heritage.

In order to pinpoint the most important
features for shared heritage design and make
it understandable the following clustered were
introduced.

CLUSTERS SHARED HERITAGE DESIGN

Unity of place, singularity of heritage
In order for experiences to be memorable
the “stage”, the public space, has to own features
which stand out. In this case, the shared heritage
has to stand out from the other buildings and has
to be emphasised. This can be done by creating
unity between building and elements in the public
space, in order for the public space to narrate the
story of shared heritage.
Sequence of spaces
In order to experience the narrated “story”
of shared heritage people have to be triggered to
explore. Therefore it is important to allow people
to roam freely and create continuous walkable
spaces in which shared heritage is highlighted.
Making public space the realm of pedestrians
allows people to find their way freely, without
being confined to the sidewalk.

Lively spaces, with active engagement of stories
Public spaces surrounding shared heritage
should be accessible and with live “actors”. This
means that people have to be able to use the
public space. Confrontation with the landscape
narrative should happen during daily activities of
people using the public space. By using the public
space people will attach new personal value
to the public space. Making the public space
multipurpose and also multi-interpretable. Eager
to find out more about the place, people will
indulge in stories found in the landscape, creating
new awareness of shared heritage. Therefore,
the public space needs to spark the interest of
people, to find out more about the place.
Safety and comfort
Lastly, people should be able to view
and engage with the “stage” comfortably.
Public spaces are the realm of pedestrians.
Therefore, public space should make pedestrians
feel comfortable and allow safe travel. This
includes safe crossings, enough space to roam,
connected to public transport, plenty of sheltered
places to sit and rest, and comfort found room-like
spaces, with a human scale. The places should be
enjoyable and invite people to stay longer, but
also allow quick passage when in a hurry.
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Cultural appreciation
The public spaces surrounding heritage
can be seen as the “decor pieces” on set. They
should reflect the related culture of the shared
heritage and therefore aid the landscape
narrative. This makes the spaces grounded within
the city fabric, staying true to the genius loci of
the place.
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6

DESIGN
This chapter will focus on translating the
clustered guidelines from the analysis into a
design which shared heritage in public space
surrounding shared heritage sites in Bandung.
This chapter gives insight in the design process
and its obstacles before presenting the
designed landscape elements and the final site
designs.
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6.1 DESIGN PROCESS

Figure 6.1_ Gable showing Chinese influences, Bandung

n

This assisting design question was needed
to provide a well-grounded form language in my
designs. In the search for fitting design elements,
linking to the specific cultures, I conducted an
architectural analysis for each of the three main
cultures in Bandung. This analysis gave me support
in stylistic design choices, the results of this analysis
can be found in chapter 5.2.

g

I started designing the spaces but realised
I didn’t have enough information. The first design
cluster discusses the appreciation of the different
cultures, however I had no clear approach
how to link the public space to the shared
heritage. In the process of translating the
guidelines into a design this question arose;
How to shape and form the space in a way
that it expresses shared

+Which style elements can enhance a shared
heritage experience of Dutch, Sundanese and
Chinese culture within the city centre of Bandung?

i

heritage? I knew I needed more research in order
to give form to the spaces. I had to alter the
design cycle and needed additional knowledge.
Therefore, I came up with a new assisting design
question;

s

As explained in the analysis, the clustered
guidelines mentioned were applied as design
guidelines to the three different shared heritage
sites in Bandung. The sites represent different
cultural backgrounds; Dutch, Chinese and
Sundanese. These different cultures are important
in the shared heritage experience of Bandung, as
they all shaped the urban fabric in a certain way,
resulting in different atmospheres.

The design process of the elements and
the sites can be seen as a cyclical process in
which I constantly had to travel between different
scales to find fitting elements. Testing of the
elements in sections, 3D software and assessing
them against the various guidelines made it
possible to see flaws and alter them. The search
which sites to further research and design took
some tries before finding fitting areas. The fact
that Sundanese heritage could not be found in
built heritage anymore made the design more
complicated. However, the Sundanese culture
can still be experienced today within modern
kampung areas and local street markets, which
emphasises the need for space for street life and
use of outdoor space.

6.2 ARCHITECTURAL (STYLE) 			
ANALYSIS AND TRANSLATION
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As explained earlier, an architectural
analysis was conducted to find a fitting form
language in order to link the built heritage to the
public space surrounding it. The analysis provided
more stability in the design process when making
stylistic choices. This analysis contains a desk study
about the architecture and urban planning of the
different cultures present in Bandung; the Dutch,
Chinese and Sundanese. Furthermore, the found
stylistic aspects are triangulated, together with
the design guidelines, in the designed elements.
The chapter describes how the guidelines and
stylistic aspects of each culture were translated
into elements, which can be used in the public
space to narrate a shared history.

6.2.1 SUNDANESE
The Sundanese architecture is not
widely represented anymore, only a couple of
villages stay true to the traditional architecture,
for example Kampung Naga. The traditional
Sundanese lifestyle developed in close relationship
with nature. This can be recognised by the layout
of the houses and the use of natural materials
like bamboo, palm leaves and timber (Mihályi,
2007). This is also the reason why not much of
the architecture is left. Besides natural decay,
fires were a threat too in the Sundanese homes.
Therefore, latticework of bamboo was used as a
way to spot flames from the outside. Furthermore,
bamboo was used because it is lightweight and
ensures natural ventilation. The areas around
the Sundanese Pekarangan1 are usually used as
gardens to grow vegetables, ornamental plants
and usually includes a fish pond.
The Sundanese house is seen as the
centre of life, whereas the Sundanese word for
house, Bumi is the same as the word used for
earth (Mihályi, 2007). A raised veranda serves as
the centre of activities, as the area is used for
inviting guest, weaving and children to play. The
Sundanese house is elevated from the ground to
provide ventilation, avoid damp and keep vermin
and mosquitos out. The poles are placed on stone
pedestals as a way to prevent rotting and also as
a symbolic separation between the earth and
the sky. Whereas people should live in the middle
according to Sundanese belief (Maknun, Busono,
& Nuryanto, 2016).
The Sundanese architecture is known
for its signature roof shapes. These often have
an overhang to provide shade and shelter from
the rain. The ridge of the roof with overhanging
eaves often runs in an east-west direction for
optimal ventilation (Akihary, 1990). Shelter from
the rain and sun are important in Sundanese
architecture. Different types of small structures
1_ Sundanese word for home garden

can be interconnected by a Selasar2, to provide
a pleasant stroll, even during harsh conditions
(SHAU Architects, 2017).
Most of these examples are from rural
architecture because the Sundanese architecture
never fully adapted to a city scale. The concept of
city and urbanism never really existed in Indonesia
before the arrival of the Dutch (Evers, 2007). The
small existing Sundanese cities were constructed
around the kraton3 of the local ruler. The kraton
can be seen as series of symmetric courtyards
and open structures surrounded by a wall. The
clustered detached houses around the kraton,
lacked most institutions of urbanism (Evers, 2007).
The lack of an urban culture can be explained by
the absence of a central government. Before the
arrival of the Dutch, Indonesia was ruled by several
small kingdoms. Individual kampungs were usually
ruled by a Kepala Desa4, determining particular
rules for each kampung.

The lack of an urban culture made that
waste management and fresh water supply
were not taken into account in the Sundanese
kampungs. In cities, the local kampungs were
completely built on neglected land. In Bandung
this included parts of the river valleys and swamps.
These were usually filled with garbage to heighten
the soil (Van Roosmalen, 2008). The current
kampungs still suffer from flooding and hygiene
issues.

2_covered walkway
3_ palace
4_village chief
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Figure 6.2 and 6.3_ Local Sundanese house, with characteristic Julang Ngapak roof structure and woven bambo
mat_ Collectie Tropenmuseum

6.2.2 SUNDANESE ELEMENTS
The Sundanese elements had to reflect
current aspects of Sundanese culture, whereas the
Sundanese culture is not represented in heritage
buildings. The current Sundanese culture can be
recognised for its markets, street food and outdoor
life. The structure had to enable this outdoor life
and facilitate markets and street vendors, without
interrupting the overall walkability.
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The structure forms a long covered
walkway, providing shelter from sun and rain. The
roof structure represents a traditional local form,
Badak Heuay5. At first the design resembled a
different roof structure, Julang Ngapak6. However,
for the site design, a street orientation of northsouth was used. Therefore, the design did not
provide an optimal natural ventilation. This can
only be achieved when the Julang Ngapak eves
are directed in west or east direction.

The roof structure is cladded in steel and
tilted at an angle of eight degrees, because the
optimal range for solar panels in Bandung is smaller
than 15 degrees (Dwi Atmaja, 2013). The sides
facing east and west are open for ventilation with
wooden columns to support the roof structure.
The space within the covered walkway is open
and flexible, with wooden structures flowing from
the wooden columns at different heights. These
provide places to sit and relax or places where
vendors could sell their items. In between the
wooden columns, a balustrade of sliced bamboo
can be placed in order to divide the pedestrian
traffic from the motorised traffic. The Sundanese
culture is in close contact with nature. Therefore,
vines and other climbers could be grown on
the side of the structure. The covered walkway
creates a secluded space in which people can
fully immerse within the Sundanese street culture.

5_rhino that is yawning

Figure 6.4_ Sundanese element, fence of sliced bamboo

6_ bird flapping its wings

Figure 6.5_ Sundanese shade structure with characteristic Julang Ngapak roof structure
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Figure 6.6_ Sundanese shade structure with characteristic Badak Heuay roof structure
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6.2.3 DUTCH
Indies style (16th century-18th century)
The Dutch started to settle in Indonesia
in the 16th century. The first settlements were
fortresses along the coast, which later grew
into cities. The first houses, that were built in the
colony were copies of the houses found in the
Netherlands, with hipped roofs, closed facades
and high windows (Akihary, 1990). The Dutch
soon found out that they had to make changes
in their architecture, due to the tropical climate.
At first, this only included a larger overhang, but
slowly more elements of local
architecture were adapted.

Figure 6.7 & 6.8_
Travelnotes, 2020

Fort Rotterdam, 17th century and detail_
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Figure 6.9 & 6.10_ Traditional manor Rumah
Cililitan Besar, 1775 and detail of column_
van de Wall, 1943

The traditional Dutch Indies houses were
manors built by plantation owners with large
hipped roofs. Initially, the buildings were multiple
stories, but slowly transformed into single stories
and started to resemble the local Joglo7 structure.
The buildings had covered verandas on each
side, to block out sun and rain (Akihary, 1990).
Examples of this early style are scarcely found
around old cities like Jakarta and not in Bandung,
since the city was founded later in the 19th
century.

7_ Local Javanese roof shape, used by nobility to display
status. Double hipped roof ending in a ridge with two
points.

Figure 6.11 & 6.12_ Gedung Pakuan, 1860 and detail
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Indies Empire style (19th century)
Governor Daendels started at the
beginning of the 19th century to introduce the
empire-style to the Dutch Indies. This popular style
in Europe was also quickly adapted in the Dutch
Indies, also to some of the first buildings built in
Bandung, like the Gedung Pakuan. The style
included the adaption of classical elements like
the a tympanum and large classic columns. The
white, single story buildings with wide overhanging
roofs provided cool shaded environments. At
the end of the 19th century, the style received
criticism of Dutch architects, who saw the quality
of the Empire buildings declining (Akihary, 1990).

20th century
The arrival of Dutch architects brought a
new wave of different styles. In all of the styles the
architects sought to adapt local climate, local
architecture and new technologies into styles
fitting in with modern society. Although, overlap
can be found between the styles in the Dutch
Indies, each of the styles still left their own mark on
Bandung.

Neo vernacular form
(1910-1940)
As seen in the
Delft School and the Arts
and Crafts movement,
the beginning of the 20th
century is besides new
technologies inspired by
craftmanship (Akihary,
1990). Architects in the Dutch Indies, like Henri
Maclaine Pont, are inspired by local architecture
and try to synthesise traditional forms into new
public buildings. The buildings take the principles
of building in a tropical climate, like an east-west
orientation and large overhanging gables for
optimal natural ventilation (Lukito, 2016).
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New Indies style (1910-1920)
The New Indies style is the result of the
application of new technologies into the Indies
Empire style, inspired by Dutch Rationalism, and
can be seen as a transitional style. The arrival of
concrete and steel made it possible to make larger
spans and increase the size of spaces. The style
is known for its white plastered facades, in which
decorations are reduced and start to incorporate
decorations found in local architecture. The style
often uses double facades, covered galleries on
the outside of the building to protect the building
from sunlight and rain (Akihary, 1990).

Figure 6.13 & 6.14_ Technische
Hogeschool, 1920,
Henri Maclaine Pont and detail
of door

Technische
Hogeschool
1920
Henri Maclaine Pont

Figure 6.15 & 6.16_ Javasche Bank, 1915, Hulswit-Fermont and Ed. Cuypers and detail of roof lantern

Figure 6.17 & 6.18_ Club Concordia,1921,Charles Wolff Prosper Schoemaker and detail
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Figure 6.19 & 6.20_ D.E.N.I.S. building, 1936, Albert Aalbers and tower detail
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Modernism (1930-1940)
The
modernist
movement
is
an
international style which also influenced the Dutch
Indies (Akihary, 1990). The modernist movement
can be seen throughout the Tropical Modernity
as well, in the form of flat roofs, white buildings,
horizontally articulated facades and geometric
shapes. From a western point of view the
architecture of Albert Aalbers can only be seen
as part of the Modernism movement (Akihary,
1990). In Bandung, he is known for its use of sleek
horizontal lines, interchanged by strong horizontal
elements used to signify important points such as
entrances and stairwells. The ornamentation in the
buildings is brought back to minimal geometric
shapes.

D

Tropical modernity (1920-1930)
This style can be compared to the Art
Deco style movement. The influences of the new
technologies and functionalism are brought back
to symmetrical buildings using bold geometric
shapes. The ornaments used are based on local
art, brought back to abstract forms. Similar to the
New Indies style, the buildings are often white
plastered with emphasis on strong vertical and
horizontal lines using ornamentation (Akihary,
1990). Charles Wolff Prosper Schoemaker can be
seen as one of the main architects of this style,
with a wide collection in Bandung (Dullemen,
2010). Therefore, Bandung is often seen as the
main collection of Art Deco architecture in Asia
(Akihary, 1990).

6.2.4 DUTCH ELEMENTS
The elements used in spaces that can be
linked to the Dutch culture are a translation of
the Tropical modernity and Modernist movement,
because the largest amount of buildings in
Bandung can be ascribed to these movements.
The elements are created from strong vertical
lines, with irregular horizontal accents, which
serve multiple purposes. The covered gallery
provides shelter from the sun and rain, while
allowing cooling air, which has an east-west flow,
to provide a ventilating breeze. Underneath the
large overhang, vertical protruding edges at
different heights offer spaces to sit or display items
to sell. The white columns help to support the roof
and provide measure for vendors to divide the
space and hang up items.
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When seen in a section the element is
asymmetrical, with a strong base from which the
vertical edges protrude and a lighter colonnade
ended with a higher vertical pillar to signify the
entrance of the structure.
The fence and post can be seen as
translations of the styles, used to signify Dutch
shared heritage buildings. Moreover, they ensure
safety of the pedestrian traffic and help to create
a setting around Dutch shared heritage buildings.
Figure 6.21 _ Dutch fence and fence post, based on
irregular geometric shapes
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Figure 6.22 _ Dutch shade structure

The Chinese were mainly active in the
commerce sector. Therefore, the houses are
mostly shophouses. This type of houses is known
for the commercial front of the house, with large
windows and doors, which can be opened when
the shop was open for business (Februandari,
2019). The storage and living quarters were
located in a smaller building located behind
the shop. The area in the middle was often left
open as a courtyard (Februandari, 2019). These
courtyards can still be found in the urban fabric,
creating series of mysterious private and semiprivate spaces.
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6.2.5 CHINESE
The first Chinese people who settled in
Indonesia arrived in harbour cities (Purdey, 2006).
In these cities special areas were designated
for the Chinese by the Dutch occupiers. The first
houses were constructed of timber and resembled
original Chinese houses. Later, these houses
started to adapt to the local climate, with larger
overhangs, attics and holes within the facade for
ventilation (Nas & Vletter, 2006). The style of the
houses slowly started copying the European style.
The Dutch saw the Chinese as a minority and
banned the copying of styles. This prevented the
Chinese from fully copying the Dutch architectural
style and caused a new development of the
traditional Chinese style. Original roof shapes
and ornaments were abstracted, creating a
new style closely resembling the Dutch. The
Chinese influences could still be seen in intricate
latticework in doors and windows. In the 80s,
under the influence of Suharto, a ban was laid
on the expression of ‘foreign’ culture in Indonesia
(Purdey, 2006), which led to the loss of a lot of
traditional elements.

Figure 6.23 &6.24_ Chinese shophouse and detail of latticework door

This principle can also be found in the
Chinese gardens. Passageways and latticework
frames create carefully lain out scenes within the
garden (Keswick, Hardie, & Jencks, 2003). The
visitor will get a glimpses of these scenes when
traveling through the garden. Special gates
emphasise the transition between these scenes
and allow visitors access (Keswick, Hardie, &
Jencks, 2003). The discovery of new places within
the garden is distinctive for the Chinese gardens
and can be found in the urban fabric as well.
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Figure 6.25 &6.26 _ Chinese garden and detail of
moongate
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6.2.6 CHINESE ELEMENTS
The Chinese element is derived from
the analysis of the Chinese neighbourhood.
Here hidden courtyards and the dense urban
fabric create a special world in which people
can encounter elements of Chinese culture. The
element used for this shared heritage emphasises
these characteristics. The element is based on the
moon gate, an element seen in Chinese garden
design.
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Figure 6.27 _ Chinese element, modern moongate and fence

The moon gate allows visitors to get a glimpse
of another scene. This could be a private
courtyard, a semi-public alley or the opening to
a public square. The circular shape of the moon
gate provides a contrast with the rigid buildings.
Inspiration was found on the website of Tiffany
Wang.(source) The gate would be constructed
out of metal, with sleek black vertical bars besides
it. These metal bars are a translation of the
Chinese delicate latticework, without copying
it. The gate and fence emphasise the different
atmospheres in the city and signify the transition
into the Chinese neighbourhood to actively let
people immerse within the Chinese culture.

6.3 SEQUENCE
One of the design clusters mentions the
importance of the sequence of spaces. Creating
continuous and accessible public spaces
between shared heritage sites, will help people to
experience the differences between the cultures.
The designed elements all depict only a single
culture translated into elements for the public
space. Placing the elements in a sequence will
create an overview of different experiences.
The spatial characteristics of the public
spaces also differentiates. Whilst the Dutch are
more open and formal with the heritage placed
on a pedestal. The spatial characteristics of the
Chinese or Sundanese, are more about creating
an immersive experience with the heritage.
The public space thereby enlarges the contrast
between the cultures, whilst also highlighting their
similarities. This will create a sequence of spaces,
which will give people a complete experience of
the different characteristics found in the shared
heritage in Bandung. This means that the elements

should not be placed throughout the whole city,
but only on the transition between cultures. This
enhances the contrast between these cultures
and makes them stand out more.

6.4 SITE DESIGN
In this section, the developed elements are
placed on the Dutch, Chinese and Sundanese
shared heritage sites in Bandung. The site designs
are the result of a continuous design cycle, in
which the elements were adapted to the site, as
well as the site to the elements to accommodate
the elements. The designs link the public space
with the buildings and show how the public space
narrates a shared heritage story.
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Figure 6.28 _ Visual representation of sequence of spaces, red for Chinese, yellow for Sundanese and turquoise for Dutch.
Note that the colours (elements) are only applied on the transitions between cultures.
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6.4.1 DUTCH STATION AREA
During the analysis it became clear
that the station area currently does not offer a
pleasant walking experience. Currently, there is a
road running in front of the building, cutting off
the circulation. Larger roads surrounding the area
make it difficult to safely stroll.
In the past, the station area was designed
with the Maarschalklaan as an axis running straight
towards it. A monumental lamp was placed on
this axis and along the axis were different buildings
of the railway services, such as the head office
of control of the Dutch Indies railway company.
This axis and some prominent buildings along it,
were destroyed during the Bersiap8 time (Voskuil,
Heshusius, & Diessen, 1996). This happened during
the event of Bandung Lautan Api9, which razed
the southern part of Bandung to the ground.
The buildings were never rebuilt and currently the
area is filled with small scale shops and parking
areas. The station on the north side, built in the
1990s, also has plentiful parking areas in front of
the building. Unlike the tropical art deco building
of the south station, the building to the north
resembles local forms as seen in the joglo roof
structure.
The design of the station area emphasizes
the diversity of the two cultures. The design
underlines the differences between the north and
south sides and enhances this. The station building
can be seen as a connector between the north
and south of the city. Before, the railway separated
the Sundanese and Chinese in the south from
the Dutch neighbourhoods in the north. With
attractive entrances on both side of the rail, the
station becomes the connector for pedestrians to
safely cross. Moreover, traffic on the roads running
parallel to the rails are tunnelled, in order to further
improve the connection between public spaces
in Bandung. This creates a continuous public
space on ground level, without the interference
of motorised traffic.
8_ Violent period after the Second World War
9_ Bandung sea of fire

Figure 6.29-6.32 _ Train station Bandung around 1930_Java
Post 2015,
difficult crossing, informal entrance, north parking area

Gedung
Pakuan

rain trees
courtyard
with
ammenities

Train
station
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Figure 6.33 _ Map showing station area

Pasar
Baru

The north side of the station is designed to
resemble the local kraton. Here, series of formal
courtyards guide the visitor towards the station
building. Trembesi/rain trees (Samanea saman)
help to provide shaded canopies, besides the
covered walkways.
The additional buildings offer space for
shops, restaurants, hotels and a mosque. The
space underneath the square is designed as a
parking garage. Transformation of the bus station
to be easy accessible, will help to create a better
public transport system. In the future the railway
yard in the east might be transformed as a part
of the area, to serve additional functions of
transport, living area or attractions.
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Figure 6.34 _ Mirror square during evening

The south of the station resembles the
Dutch shared heritage. The heritage on site
is given more space, by cutting off the road
running directly in front of the station. This makes
that the station building will get a larger “spill
out” area for people traveling by train. The axis
towards the station is restored and made into a
pedestrian axis, allowing people to safely travel
to Pasar Baru and the city centre by foot. The
axis is strengthened by planting a double lane
of Ki acret trees (Spathodea campanulata) and
placing the locomotive at the end of the axis. This
helps to indicate the station from the road and
creates a memorable image. The mirror square
in front of the station helps to further enhance
the experience of the heritage. The reflection
of the heritage will make the station building
stand out. The mirror square further introduces a
water element, which creates possibilities to play.
Thereby, young children are actively engaging
with the site, creating personal memories. Besides
that, it also brings a certain liveliness to the site.

Train
station
South

Water square
with lamp
Bus station

Water square
with lamp
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Figure 6.35 _ Map Station area South
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Figure 6.36 _ Axis towards station

To further emphasise the narrative of the
site, a historical lamp is reintroduced. The old lamp
got lost over time, but has a significant story to it.
The lamp was designed by E.H. de Roo and given
as a present by the mayor for the 50th anniversary
of the railroad company in 1925 (Immerzeel,
2015).

Figure 6.37 _
Monumental lamp that
used to be in front of
the station
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The lamp was placed centrally on the
axis and sparked the redesign of the old station
into the station, which is still standing today. The
new lamp could refer to the renovation of the
station for the 21st century. The lamp should not
fully replicate the old lamp, but pay homage in
a new design made by local craftsmen, whereas
the old lamp was constructed by local craft
school students (Immerzeel, 2015). The square is
enclosed by trees, providing shade for benches.
The trees further help to mask a bus station and
motor drop-off point, but still allow views on the
heritage building.
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A’

Figure 6.38 _ Section station square

The elements designed in the previous
section are found along the axis. They provide a
human size in the space and further enclose it.
The elements are found only within the borders
of the former buildings, which were destroyed
in 1946. The elements placed together form a
covered gallery, which can be used to stroll
protected from rain and sun. Furthermore, the
gallery can be used by local salesman to display
their goods. To the other side of the elements, a
more confined space is created. Here people
can dine outdoors under a lane of Magnolia
champaca or stroll along an informal market. An
old Ficus benjamina, a remnant colonial times,
forms an irregular element within the space. A
row of elements on the south side of the square,
placed perpendicular to the other elements,
creates an open event space in front of an old
building, which also reflects the historic character.

The tunnelled Jl. Suniaraja allows
pedestrians to travel safely to Pasar Baru and
further south to the Alun-Alun10. From the tunnel,
the parking garage underneath the square can
be entered, providing place to 250 cars. A stairwell
and elevator will be located within the shade
structures. New public transport lines are planned
in the future to travel to Pasar Baru. The station
square then will become an important connector
for public transport. The different modes of public
transport should be linked at the station square,
preferably located underground, with entrances
within the shade elements.
10_ main square of the city
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Figure 6.39 _ Section axis station square

B’

Figure 6.40 _ Informal market and outdoor dining at the ‘backside’ of the axis
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On the square, different kinds of pavement
are used to create spaces and guide people. A
roughly cut cobbled stone is used to narrate the
story of the previous, burnt down buildings. This
type of stone will also prevent motors and scooters
from using it. Dark river stones in white mortar will
resemble the main route towards the Pasar Baru.
This technique was widely used in colonial times
to clad the lower part of buildings or waterways.
The contrast between the stone and mortar
narrates the story of shared heritage and also
refers to a scattered and sometimes broken past.
By encasing this labour-intensive technique into
squares, the stones become more modular and
easier to replace. Moreover, it creates a contrast
of the rigid outer lines and organic inner stones.
The other pavement will be placed in an irregular
repeating pattern. Providing a contemporary
interpretation of the irregular forms of the Tropical
modernity in public space. Line gutters help to
separate the different paving and take care of
rainwater.

Figure 6.41 & 6.42 _ Dark stones white motar seen in Bandung and example o
gutter with rough and smooth paving_ Öztürk 2019

6.4.2 SUNDANESE JL. ARJUNA
The Arjuna street is a road with two-sided
traffic and one of the few railway crossing on the
east side of the city. This makes that the street is
an important point in the city. Along the road are
many old mahogany trees (Swietenia mahagoni),
planted according to the garden city principles of
colonial times. Besides the road are small informal
shops displaying the Sundanese street life. Behind
these shops are terrains of factory buildings.

Figure 6.43_ Current impression of Jl. Arjuna
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The redesign of the road focusses on
creating pleasurable walking environments,
while still allowing space for local vendors.
Currently, there are no sidewalks offered, mixing
pedestrians, motors and cars, which creates
dangerous situations. The new design offers a 5
metre wide covered sidewalk and a 2.8 metre
wide sidewalk on the other side. The pedestrian
space is made more safe, by lowering the road,
providing safe crossings and reducing the road to
one-way traffic.
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Figure 6.44_ Section of Jl. Arjuna, with operating factory areas
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Figure 6.45_ Map of Jl. Arjuna with Dutch square between Sundanese elements

Reducing the road makes that the trees
that were first encased in the shops, are given
more freedom to grow. This will make sure that the
green heritage and character are maintained.
The trees also help to provide shade, further
emphasising their importance. The green space,
in which the trees grow, can be used to intercept
peak flow during precipitation. In this way, the
street helps to tackle problems with flooding, by
storing and letting water infiltrate locally. A small
stream located on the east side of the road could
be used for the same purposes of storing, cleaning
and allowing water to infiltrate. A natural shallow
bank will allow space for local species to claim
part of the urban space again. This can be seen
as a first step of living closer to nature again.

Within the structure, space is offered for
vendors to sell their goods. The enclosed space
under the trees and the shade structure will make
people become immersed within the Sundanese
culture. For Jl. Arjuna, a street running in northsouth direction, the roof structure of Badak Heuay
is used. The trees in the street make it un profitable
to lay solar panels on top of the roof. However,
these solar panels could be used for the elements
placed elsewhere, to become profitable and
powered with electricity. The benches and cover
provide pedestrian comfort within the street. The
pedestrian comfort in the street is further increased
by lighting and benches.
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Figure 6.46_ Informal market underneath Sundanese structure,
with view on the Dutch square
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Figure 6.46_ Section of Dutch square

A single Magnolia champaca creates a
focal point on the square which can be enjoyed
from a bench. Along the small stream steps are
created to further enhance the connection to
the water and provide more seating with a view
on the heritage building.
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Figure 6.47_ Section of Dutch square
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In the middle of this street is the Dutch old
slaughterhouse. The design of this site focusses on
enlarging the contrast between the Sundanese
and Dutch culture. The square is in layout more
open than the Sundanese street. The openness
creates a moment to breathe, stop, sit and enjoy.
The paving on the square is made into one height,
providing a single carpet on which the heritage is
placed on a pedestal. The square is enclosed by
two light pergolas that are placed perpendicular
to the road. These rigid structures are in sharp
contrast to the more organic Sundanese materials.
A set of conifer trees (Araucaria heterophylla) will
reflect the existing ones in the front area of the
slaughterhouse and further enclose the space.
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Figure 6.48_ Impression of small Dutch square on Jl. Arjuna
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On the square pedestrians have the
freedom to walk and cross. However, cars still
need to be able to enter the site. Therefore
measures are taken, to make cars aware of the
pedestrians. This is done using cobbled stones
and the designed fences. Furthermore, the
motorised traffic also enters through the pergola,
emphasising the entrance to a new and special
place.
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Figure 6.49_Axonometric view of Dutch square on Jl. Arjuna

The implementations mentioned here,
cannot be applied at the same time. However,
the small informal shops have to be moved in
order to ensure the longevity of the trees. A simple
implementation, which would aid the walkability
of the area greatly, is the implementation of oneway traffic. Dividing the pedestrian space from
the motorised traffic, would further ensure the
walkability of streets.
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Figure 6.50_Axonometric view of safe railway crossing
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Over time, the factories behind the street
might become available for new developments.
These developments can be linked to the public
space of the street. In this way, the design
of the street becomes the incentive for the
redevelopment of the industrial areas, making the
street the backbone for development.

6.4.3 CHINESE NEIGHBOURHOOD
The design of this element is, just like the
Sundanese, more aimed to let people immerse in
the local culture. The analysis provided that the
Chinese neighbourhood is characterised by its
small scale and hidden courtyards.
The design introduces the gates, as a way
to further distinct private, semi-private and private
space. In this way, certain parts might become
more secluded and personal. They reveal a part
of the hidden life which was concealed before.
The gates and fence might give visitors
a glimpse of the hidden courtyard when walking
past it. This might just be enough for people to
start wandering and explore the area. The gates
indicate that people are entering a different area
in which they can fully immerse within the local
Chinese culture and see what it has to offer.

Over time, the gardens which were
hidden before, might become open to the public.
When the different spaces are seen together, this
creates a series of connected courtyards, which
can be seen as green gems in the dense urban
fabric. The sharing of gardens can create a new
type of public spaces, which besides green value,
have a huge social value for the city.
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Figure 6.51_Alley within the Chinese neighbourhood
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Figure 6.52_Section alley with implemented gates, creating different spaces
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Figure 6.53_Map Chinese neighbourhood
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Figure 6.54_
Impression
gates creating
different
spaces within
the Chinese
neighbourhood

6.5 CONCLUSION DESIGN CHAPTER
In order to conclude this chapter, the
designs are tested according to the clustered
guidelines.
6.5.1 CULTURAL APPRECIATION
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The architectural analysis was necessary,
for the elements to be culturally appropriate. As a
designer, this provided the tools to make stylistic
choices. The elements do not copy the specific
cultures but are a mere interpretation of these
cultures. Therefore, the elements hint towards the
heritage building, rather than making it into an
attraction. The elements have multiple uses and
therefore will not become empty unauthentic
shells. “Vividness of elements, and their precise
tuning to functional and symbolic differences,
will help to provide this [uniqueness of] character
(Lynch, 1960, p. 109).” This quote of Lynch fits to
the elements designed in this thesis. Besides a
functional value, the elements link to the unique
character of the place whilst still offering space
for the imagination. Accordingly, individual
observers can create their own narrative of these
elements, integrated with their own needs (Lynch,
1960).
The experience of the different places is
also according to the different cultures. The Dutch
architecture is more about openness and formality,
compared to the informal and compacted
Sundanese and Chinese neighbourhoods.

6.5.2 UNITY OF PLACE, SINGULARITY OF HERITAGE
In the designs, the public space is
adapted to the shared heritage. Therefore, it
creates a unity of built heritage and the public
space surrounding it.

This is further underlined by Lynch; “Forms
should be manipulated so that there is a strand of
continuity between the multiple images of a big
city... (Lynch, 1960, p. 109)” The addition of gates
within the Chinese quarter make that certain
places “belong” to the Chinese culture. This
creates a unity between the different courtyards,
with the reoccurring element of the gate.
Accordingly, the elements help to
put emphasis on shared heritage and make it
stand out as singular buildings. This is done by
emphasizing the transition of different cultures
and bringing them together. ”Contrast will be
heightened if sharply differentiated elements are
brought into close and imageable relation (Lynch,
1960, p. 109).” The contrast between the Dutch
square within the Sundanese shopping street
makes people experience the differences. The
enclosed and immersed shopping experience,
suddenly changes into a more open square.

6.5.3 SEQUENCE OF SPACES
Whereas Lynch (1960) stated that the
interrelations of elements, when knitted together,
create a vivid image. And that, when observed
in sequence, it creates a different experience
than only one element on its own (Lynch, 1960).
He stresses the importance of the sequence
in the experience. To allow this experience of
the sequence, the design focusses on creating
walkable routes, which could be used by local
people and tourist to navigate through the city.
Other routes, linked to public transport hubs, could
be created in order to make the whole city more
walkable. These additional routes, like routes fully
focussed on Dutch heritage, might give different
sequences. However, to experience the real
shared aspects of heritage, it is important to get
an overview of the different cultures of the city.

6.5.4 LIVELY SPACES, WITH ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT
OF STORIES
The designs cater the creation of active
spaces for people to use. More activities can take
place in the urban space when providing shade
in the shape of trees and structures. The increased
space on the station square offers a place for
festivals, markets or other gatherings.
A human scale is created by the
implementations of the elements. Furthermore,
this provides space to use in the daily life of
people to sell goods. The interaction with water
of the stream and the mirror square will create
possibilities for children to play and relax.

The designs focus on the safety of the
pedestrians by separating pedestrian areas from
motorised traffic. Additionally, safe crossings and
improved pavement will help to enhance safety.
These implementations will make that people feel
secure when walking, which allows them to look
around and gain new experiences.
The designs currently do not take
bicyclists into account. Currently, there are not
many bicyclists in Bandung because the roads
are too dangerous. Providing designated areas
and bicycle paths might increase the number of
people riding a bike. This will further transform the
city into an active and lively city.
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By providing shade and possibilities to rest
the designs improve the comfort of pedestrians.
Comfort is also enhanced by continuous sidewalks,
safe pavement and lighting of the elements and
the street. Allowing more places to comfortably
rest will allow people to use the public space for
a longer time and thus increasing the comfort
associated with the street life.

D

All of these elements serve a double use,
as they bring liveliness to the city they further help
to narrate the story of shared heritage. Because
the elements can be used in daily life, people
will create their own stories together with the
elements. Besides that, by using the elements,
people will actively engage with shared heritage.

6.5.5 SAFETY AND COMFORT
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CONCLUSION & 						
DISCUSSION
In this chapter the results of the research
are concluded and the main findings presented.
In the discussion the theory, methods, case
and designs are reviewed and summarised in
recommendations for further research.
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7.1 CONCLUSION

Research on shared heritage, like the
Shared Heritage Lab is currently mostly focused
on built architecture. However, shared heritage
transcends architecture and can also be
experienced in public space surrounding these
buildings. Therefore, the public space should get
more focus within research.

Within Bandung a variety of different
cultures have influenced the public space. The
diversity of cultures makes the city more complex
and interesting. Spaciously planned Dutch villa
neighbourhoods, designed according to garden
city principles, are contradicted by the dense
Chinese neighbourhood, with hidden courtyards.
The Sundanese culture can be recognised as an
extra layer on top which incorporates daily life
in the shape of local food, vendors and habits.
Over time, the Sundanese culture has adapted,
intermingled and grown together with these
two ethnicities, resulting in something new and
special; shared heritage.

Figure 7.1_”Toko De Vries” on Jl. Asia Afrika, former Groote Postweg

C o n c l u s i o n

The goal of this thesis was to contribute
knowledge to the Shared Heritage lab on the
approach and experience of shared heritage
sites in Bandung. This was performed by setting
objectives of generating valuable knowledge
within the field of landscape architecture on the
experience of shared heritage sites and proposing
designs for sites within the center of Bandung to
enhance the shared heritage experience. When
taking into account the previously described
theory, methods, case and designs, several
conclusions could be made.
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The results of the photo- and field-analysis
provided information of the current status of
the heritage experience. It can be concluded
that the protected shared heritage buildings
in Bandung are often not accessible from main
roads. The heritage is hidden behind obstacles,
which makes it not visible and hinders a shared
heritage experience. Furthermore, the Sundanese
street life in Bandung is not given enough space.
The current infrastructure is overburdened by
motorised transport, preventing pedestrians
to stroll safely and freely. As a result, the city
is difficult to navigate, chaotic and cluttered.
Consequently, the chaos in the city makes the
landscape narrative of shared heritage blurred
and difficult to read.
Based on the available theory and
results of the analysis, the five clusters could be
formulated;
• Cultural appreciation
• Unity of place & singularity of heritage
• Sequence of spaces
• Lively spaces with active engagement of
stories
•

Safety and comfort

These clusters help to provide a general
starting ground when designing public space
around shared heritage buildings in Bandung.
During the analysis became clear that, for
the public space to narrate the story of the shared
heritage, the shared heritage should be reflected
in the public space. The designs link the heritage
buildings to the public space, using the clusters
of cultural appreciation and unity of place &
singularity of heritage. Moreover, the elements
help to bring liveliness safety and comfort into the
public space, as they can be actively used
for markets and provide shade and protection.
They help to define human scale in public space
and claim pedestrian space. Furthermore,
downsizing the amount of lanes, providing safe
crossings and implementing a sufficient public
transport system, will make the city of Bandung
better suitable for pedestrian traffic.

When linked together, the
public space will create continuous routes
through the city, allowing both local inhabitants
and tourist safe and pleasant strolling through the
city. Moreover, the sequence of the different
spaces helps to create the landscape
narrative of the shared heritage. When seen
together, the sequence forms a beautiful
overview of the intertwining of cultures in the
past. The story is made more readable, by
enhancing the contrast between each of
the cultures on transitions between different
cultures. Enhancing the contrast will make
similarities, but also differences, between
cultures stand out more. Being able to reflect on
the similarities and differences will create
more understanding and create a common
identity.
Therefore,
emphasis
is
put
on
the importance of cultural appreciation. As
seen in the past, overwriting of culture or
elimination of one can be seen as a process of
concealing. This concealing leads to friction
between the involved parties, making shared
heritage potentially contested. Besides that,
mistakes made in the past should not be
forgotten, but acknowledged. Acknowledging
mistakes made in the past will not solve them,
but will make people understand, learn and
improve.
Shared heritage can be seen as
a process of learning and improving together.
The examples seen in the Dutch architecture
shows that the architects learned from local
practices by integrating new ways of
dealing with the environment. This created
new and extraordinary architectural styles, which
are unique in the world. For shared heritage to
stay shared, and not become contested, it is
important to celebrate diversity.
Shared
heritage is about creating something new
and more valuable to each of the involved
parties. Providing space to openly express
culture, and promote the exchange of culture
will create more understanding. Learn from
each other, create something new. Create
something shared.

CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH AND DESIGN
This thesis acknowledges the different
cultures which have influenced Bandung and
addresses their importance. By presenting the
variety of cultures within shared heritage and
highlighting it, the thesis builds on the literature
about shared heritage. Therefore, it becomes one
of the core features in shared heritage design.

The thesis widens the theory known within
landscape architecture by interpreting theory
generally used in urban design to shape the
public space. The thesis proposes new theories
for the design of shared heritage sites, stating the
importance of the approach and sequence of
spaces to narrate the story of the shared heritage.
Hereby, it claims that shared heritage goes
beyond architecture and includes the public
space surrounding it.
Lastly, the thesis can be seen as an
example of the landscape design process in
which the first set of design questions did not
provide enough tools to eventually make a design
with. It proves the point that the design cycle can
be seen as an interpretive process, in which new

+Which style elements can enhance a shared
heritage experience of Dutch, Sundanese
and Chinese culture, within the city centre of
Bandung?
provided the stability to make stylistic choices and
guide the “hand of the designer”. Hence, the link
between building and space could be achieved.
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This thesis contributes to the Shared
Heritage Lab by interpreting the important
relationship between built architecture and the
surrounding public space. By re-linking the built
architecture with its surroundings, the garden city
principle which was present in Bandung can be
reborn again. This adds to the renaissance of public
life in the city, initiated by Ridwan Kamil. The thesis
connects the fields of landscape architecture,
architecture and urban design by translating
the principles of built heritage and urban fabric
into guidelines. These guidelines can be used by
landscape architects, as well as other professions,
when designing the public space surrounding
shared heritage. Besides conventional technical
aspects related to a site, it provides new starting
points when designing public spaces.

concepts can emerge organically. In this case,
the results found in the analysis did not deliver
the input to link the built heritage with the public
space surrounding it. The emerging new question;

7.2 DISCUSSION
7.2.1 OF THEORY
This section questions the applicability of
the used theories to reach the goal of generating
knowledge on shared heritage experience for the
case study of Bandung.
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This thesis stated in the introduction the
relationship between public space and shared
heritage experience. In order to analyse the
current access and experiences, the concepts of
walkability and landscape narrative were used.
The theories used are mostly “Western”,
predominantly American. A large part of the list
of essential features Ewing (1966) lists is about
the building blocks and structure of the urban
fabric. Cities like Bandung, especially in the
Sundanese and Chinese neighbourhoods, have
small scale densely packed layouts, to which
the large building blocks do not apply. The small
scale urban fabric, not designed for cars, makes
that cities like Bandung already have most of the
essential features, when it comes to walkability.
However, new developments in Indonesia and
other Asian countries are more focussed on car
use and should avoid the threats of neglecting
pedestrians. The city of Bandung does not have
to make the same mistake and can break the
trend by prioritising pedestrians.
In this thesis the basic “American”
principles of walkability were taken into account
for redesigning a city to be more walkable.
However, during the translation step to guidelines
these principles were used more loosely,
because human scale will be introduced by the
people themselves. Gehl underlines this in his
book “Cities for people” (2010) in the chapter
about developing cities. He states that within
developing countries the public space does not
need the same requirements as Western spaces
to become lively. People will use the space either
way, as long as space is offered, due to the lack
of public space within the developing cities.

The term walkability was chosen for this thesis to
analyse the public spaces in Bandung. However,
during the interviews became clear that
Indonesians are not really keen on walking itself
and would rather take the scooter to travel short
distances. Nevertheless, the term walkability does
apply to the city of Bandung and its inhabitants
in multiple ways. Historically, the city was planned
according to the garden city principles, as
walking paths were already implemented to
accommodate pedestrians. For the Sundanese
people walking was related to status. People of
higher ranks would travel by riksja or carriage
and people of lower ranks would walk. Currently,
these methods of transportation are replaced by
scooters and cars, which make the streets unsafe,
causing even less people to walk. However,
more modern current trends show the interest in
public space and the opportunity to stroll or go
for a run. Active attention towards pedestrian
traffic has been made by widening sidewalks and
implementing care-free Sundays, which are a
success with many people strolling and actively
enjoying city life as a pedestrian.
In addition, the analytical framework I
proposed relies on the notion that shared heritage
experience can be examined by researching the
walkability and the landscape narrative. Although
overlap can be found between different literature
sources that indirectly claim this, there are no
scientifically reputable sources to directly support
the claim that I made for the interrelatedness
of walkability, landscape narrative and shared
heritage experience.

7.2.2 OF THE CASE

7.2.3 METHODS

For this thesis, the case of the city of
Bandung was selected, due to the availably of
contacts within the Shared Heritage Lab and
the existing knowledge base. The knowledge
found in this thesis for the case of Bandung can
be generalised to a certain extent. The guidelines
which focus on the diverseness of culture can
be extended to other cities in Indonesia and
adapted according to the presence of those
cultures. Remains of other cultures, which have
influenced the island, might be found as well. The
presence of these cultures should be reflected in
the public space.

In this thesis, I have tried to explain the decisions
with accompanying motivations as transparent
as possible. Other researchers and designers
might have approached the process differently.
However, the choices made during this thesis can
be logically explained with the given assumptions
and arguments.

For shared heritage as a whole Indonesia
can be seen as an example for other places in
which shared heritage is involved. The fact that
Indonesia consists of a large archipelago made
that some cultures were more secluded from
influences than others. This makes that the island
of Bali is still predominantly Hindu. Examining the
different cultures within shared heritage can
reveal stories of oppressed minorities, giving
them a voice, making other people aware and
thereby providing interesting narratives within the
landscape. Showing the diversity of cultures can
therefore be considered as a newer and richer,
approach to shared heritage.

The data collection was done according
to a well thought and preset method, which
makes the data authentic and reusable for other
people. For the analysis, it was more difficult to
use a pre-set method, due to the qualitative
nature of the research. The methods used in this
thesis explore the application of walkability and
landscape narrative to obtain a new theory about
the experience of shared heritage. As a form of
grounded theory, I therefore started loosely to
see what could be derived from the photos of
the approach towards shared heritage, using the
previously described concepts. Eventually, after
trial and error, the photo content analysis provided
a very detailed description of the experience
during the approach towards heritage buildings
in Bandung. Bringing the long lists of results back
to clusters provided an understandable list of
criteria, which could be used in the design of
public spaces.
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The case of Bandung was interesting due
to the high number of art deco architecture.
Projects in which the city centre is renovated,
like Semarang, show the renewed interest in the
colonial architecture. The design of Bandung as
a resort city, the number of art deco architecture
show a specific time period, makes it a unique
example of early “modern” city building in Asia
worth of preserving.

I was advised to finish the inventory of
data before the national elections on the 17th
of March 2019, because the possible occurrence
of riots. Therefore, it was not possible to arrange
a local community and a translator beforehand
to compare my results to the opinions of different
people (Creswell, 2014). I had to find other ways
of doing site research without being able to
rely on the Indonesian language. I therefore
chose the autoethnographic method of a
phenomenological analysis to triangulate the
observations on site. To obtain validate outcomes,
I relied on interviews with English speaking local
experts.

7.2.4 DESIGN
Some elements of discussion arise when
looking back at the designs proposed in this thesis.
The authenticity of heritage was one of the things
that came up during the interviews. Whereas
“fake” heritage might offend people and portray
an idealised or surreal version of the past.
The implemented elements are not a
direct replica of the shared heritage, but were
merely inspired by the concepts used when
designing the original heritage. Moreover, the
elements serve multiple purposes and are not just
decor pieces. This makes the heritage easier to
use and therefore more “alive”. The design of the
public space should narrate the shared history
and therefore should link to the shared heritage.
By analysing the concepts behind the heritage,
the style of the design is guided. There should still
be space for the hand of the designer to express
and narrate through design.
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On the other hand the designs should not
actively impose a certain culture to a place. By
doing so, the other stories are concealed and
deemed not worthy of showing and narrating,
leaving no space for people to create their own
narrative. This thesis does not try to impose the
designs. A Dutch researcher designing spaces
in Bandung could be seen as neo-colonialism.
Therefore, the thesis considers all different cultures
in Bandung and tries to position them within the
hectic urban space, providing clarity and harmony
of built heritage related to its surroundings.
Capturing the Sundanese heritage
within design proved to be difficult. This is
mainly because the Sundanese heritage is not
represented as built heritage in the city centre of
Bandung but as more intangible heritage in the
shape of vendors and street food. The scale of the
Sundanese architecture is totally different when
compared to the Dutch. The Sundanese terraced
landscapes do not fit into the city fabric, as seen
in the design chapter when approaching the city
from the landscape.

However, examples of current Sundanese
building methods, the kampungs, still show
some similarities with the traditional way of
building. However, this traditional way was
never developed into full cities. The traditional
Sundanese architecture consists of rural settlement
in close relation to nature, which is totally different
from the current setting. Therefore, the Sundanese
remained separate settlement in the urban fabric
with underdeveloped facilities. The Dutch brought
the urban culture, with sewers, electricity and
running water to Indonesia. However, this was
never fully integrated with the Sundanese way
of building. Efforts for Kampung improvement
happened too late to keep hygiene on the same
level as the Dutch neighbourhoods. The issue of
hygiene enlarged the gap between the Dutch
and Sundanese, and can therefore be seen as
contested heritage.

7.2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
From this thesis several recommendations
can be made for the different parties involved in
the research of shared heritage in Bandung.
Shared Heritage Lab
For further research within the Shared
Heritage Lab, the developed guidelines can
proof a helpful tool when designing with shared
heritage. The main recommendation is to consider
the public space surrounding the shared heritage
buildings. If the public space does not allow
people to experience the shared heritage, it will
be harder to successfully transform the shared
heritage and make it part of daily urban life.
For further research, it would be beneficial
if architects could design buildings of the different
ethnicities in Bandung. Currently, focus of the
Shared Heritage Lab is on Dutch architecture.
More emphasis is put on the multicultural
side of the city, by redesigning some Chinese

shophouses. The different characteristics of the
neighbourhoods should be the starting point of
design. Enlarging the contrast between these
neighbourhoods will make that people can fully
immerse within the Chinese and Sundanese
culture and can suddenly be surprised by the
Dutch formality. Furthermore, the Indian, Arab
and Portuguese cultures were not researched in
this thesis. Discovering and designing these sites
will be additional to this thesis and can lead to
new discoveries, which makes the city even more
interesting.

Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency, Amersfoort
The Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency
in Amersfoort, is currently focussed on Dutch
heritage in the world. The agency should
include, or at least acknowledge, other cultures
within shared heritage, to reach their goal of
exchanging knowledge on shared heritage and
its conservation. By including the different cultures,
the agency will become more objective and
inclusive. The different cultures have influenced
the Dutch heritage and are therefore just as
important to get a proper understanding of the
preservation and conservation of Dutch shared
heritage.
Bandung Heritage Society
The Bandung Heritage Society is involved
in creating more awareness towards the colonial
heritage. As seen in the interviews they already
see the importance of the different cultures, for
example, the Chinese shophouses around Pasar
Baru. For the Bandung Heritage Society, this
thesis might help to consider the public space
surrounding the heritage buildings, and propose
new guidelines when it comes to the design of these
public spaces. Furthermore, it is recommended
to propose the protection of larger areas and
cityscapes. Some of the neighbourhoods still
have the a lot of old buildings, which character
resonates with the past. Areas around Pasar Andir,
Jalan Braga and Pasar Baru still possess their own
character. Protecting these areas as a whole
would benefit the historic character of the city
and limit uncontrolled demolishment of heritage
buildings.
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Municipality of Bandung
For the municipality of Bandung, this
thesis can be summarised in the following
recommendations.
The
most
important
recommendation is to focus on pedestrian traffic.
The focus of the city is currently on transport by
car and motorbike. These could be facilitated
less, by stricter control and limits. Roads could be
made into single lanes as a first step towards a
walkable city. By splitting pedestrian traffic, cyclist
and motor traffic and taking careful attention
towards crossings, the traffic within the city will
become a lot safer. The city would benefit from
total walkability, with careful attention towards the
quality and maintenance of paving. By providing
a walkable city the municipality would ensure the
liveliness of the city. New reliable public transport
facilities could also help to distribute people
throughout the city and lower the dependency
on motorised personal transport.
The focus on public spaces is already a
current trend in Bandung. However, some of the
chosen themes in the revival of public spaces
do not link to the identity of the city. The design
examples in this thesis could form the base of a
city branding strategy, close to the identity of
the city. A common identity can be created, by
branding the city as a walkable city, in which
shared heritage is the connecting factor. This
could also reveal new touristic potentials, which
make the city economically diverse and therefore
more stable.

It is recommended for the city to have
regulations to protect the shared heritage.
The city could actively start to protect more
heritage buildings, by putting them on the list of
protected heritage buildings. New guidelines for
the redevelopment of heritage and the spaces
surrounding it, would ensure the integrity of the
historic neighbourhoods.
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com/2008/09/interior-courtyards
Figure 6.28_ Train station Bandung around 1930, [Accessed on 27-06-2019]. Retrieved from: https://www.hippostcard.com/
listing/indonesia-java-bandung-railway-station-1920s-rppc/20246966,
Figure 6.37 _ Java Post (2015) Op zoek naar Wolff Schoemaker [Accessed on 27-06-2019]. Retrieved from: https://javapost.
nl/2015/02/23/op-zoek-naar-een-wolff-schoemaker/
Figure 6.42 _ Öztürk S. [Accessed on 27-06-2019]. Retrieved from: https://i.pinimg.com/originals/7f/
e4/58/7fe4581f50d91aff4ade0ba8ee16f873.jpg
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Figure 3.3_ Leushuis E. (2011) Gids historische stadswandelingen Indonesië [Accessed on 27-06-2019]. Retrieved from: http://
collectie.wereldculturen.nl/?query=search=*=TM-10014702#/query/c823b3c1-ee17-49bb-b1b9-b9f4e7c048b5
Figure 3.5_MooiBandoeng (2019) Poster promoting the city of Bandung in Dutch [Accessed on 14-02-2019]. Retrieved from:
https://mooibandoeng.com/2013/06/06/bandoeng-vooruit-dan-komunitas-baheula-di-bandung/
Figure 3.6_Collectie Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie(2019) Het Molukkenpark met het Jaarbeursgebouw te
Bandoeng in de jaren 20 of 30. [Accessed on 14-02-2019]. Retrieved from: https://nimh-beeldbank.defensie.nl/foto-s/detail/
ab8aaef6-878d-9dd5-b4c3-971b287d7452/media/3a907fab-b88c-f689-623f-94a3e0c8e6d8?mode=detail&view=horizontal&q
=molukkenpark&rows=1&page=3&fq%5B%5D=search_s_mediatype:%22Foto%27s%22&filterAction
Figure 3.7_Boomgaard, P. en J. v. Dijk (2001) Het Indië boek, Zwolle, p. 82 [Accessed on 14-02-2019]. Retrieved from: http://
collectie.wereldculturen.nl/?query=search=*=TM-10014702#/query/bebd866c-0eb5-4a89-93cd-ae98138138dc
Figure 3.8_ Dien, Diana (2019) Straatbeeld met wandelaars, op de achtergrond Huize Dorothea. Bandoeng. 1937 [Accessed
on 09-11-2019]. Retrieved from: https://i.pinimg.com/originals/4a/4c/0c/4a4c0c9da62098b693e256f3244b931f.jpg
Figure 3.10_Bosma(2013) Koleksi Foto Hitam Putih Indonesia Jaman Hindia Belanda [Accessed on 31-07-2019]. Retrieved from:
https://m.kaskus.co.id/thread/51c473b26112436c6f00000c/koleksi-foto-hitam-putih-indonesia-jaman-hindia-belanda/6
Figure 3.13_ Septiana, Avid (2019)Gang Sukamanah Bandoeng 1920 & 1927. [Accessed on 09-01_2020]. Retrieved from:
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/6b/ed/3d/6bed3d5fb2bebd535157ad2151d62d00.jpg
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APPENDIX A_NOTES OF
INTERVIEWS
Dr.Ing.Ir. Heru W. Poerbo 20/03

Prof.Dr.Ing.Ir. Widjaja Martokusumo 25/03

School of Architecture ITB

School of Architecture ITB

-sidewalk close to the street

Special places

-not many regulations

-City used to end at Simpang lima in 1920 (east border)

-plans of Ridwan Kamil, improving outdoor spaces

-villa driekleur

bringing people more outside

-Jl. Pager Gunung

-themed parks as marketing, activities, facilities, safety

-Tugas Permagever?

-bike use

-Budi Faisal

-two parties involved, province and municipality
-Javanese architecture; dense old houses not clustered,

-1740 Batavia revolt, Chinese people flee to Semarang

alleys, not visible anymore in current Bandung

-Arabic influences, Surabaja, Malioboro street Yogya

-Car free Sunday (morning) Jl. Dago, gedung Saté,
combined with food culture

-New train which will help to provide quality for everyone

-Chinese quarter, Jl. Surdiman, Jl. Chibadak
-New pavement broken already, maintainance budget,
bad construction
-Vernacular heritage, kampung. Industrial heritage, not
much attention
-hawckers are allowed in certain places, or on properties
of the owner
-themed parks include, mobile phone, special ativities,
instagramable places
-Same in Kampung?
-Of Javanese/Sundanese heritage not much left,
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seating, shade, water, pavement, cars/motorbikes,
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Mr. Aji Bimarsono 09/04
Bandung Heritage Society

-1860 head Preanger
-1906 city status, improvement of the area

-Show locations of interesting buildings

-Buildings along the street regulated

-crossings

-Not really strong etnicity showing

-limits/regulations

-quite new, phyical development, was already there
-ideas already modern

-Dr steabudhi/Douwes Dekker

-3 stories houses

-Kesatrian institute

-regulations where not strong after independence. which
resulted in chaos

-How to deal with really busy streets in the route

-1960 unrest, Darul islam fled to Bandung

-have larger hotels interact with the route

-’70/’80ies migration, textile, spread migration

Pasar Baru

-Pasar baru, opened in 1930ies, enclosed space with

-Pasar Baru, and the road surrounding it, show borders

some shelters, start already in 19th century

and the domain of comercial functions

-Pasar Andir newer

-Make heritage more interseting, make them stand out,

-First markets around the pendopo, unrest 1840

different function, make to area arounf them better
-Deal with parking, where to accomodate steret vendours

industry

-Vertical green

-Tapioka factories, small houseware, food Chinese privatly

-Push vendours more into the open

owned
-transport by trains

Street after Pasar Andir

-Airport close

-Highlight main elements
Heritage buildings

-where do informal shops go

-inventory 2006

-where to park

-600 proposed, 100 agreed, due finances

-garden city conept

2012 team in municiplaity
-1500 listed buildings, 20 structures (retaining wall), 22

Chinese neighbourhood

districts, 6 large thematic areas, in tourism, not spatial

-perifery

development

-border of 19th century city
-around temple
Pasar Andir
-gate of the city, entrance
Pasar Baru
-Main market
-People go there for business
-Arab, Chinese and people from other cities
-Names of merchants Jl Ence Azis (merchant from
Sumatra), Taunim, Rosi, Al Kateri (Arab family name)
-Babatan park, father/mister in Chinese
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-different cultures make different atmosphere
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1
2
3
4
5
people
people
foodstalls
crossing
intersection
drop off
walking
beggars
smoke from cars cars to large for sm
smell of fumes
beggars
children
smoke from bbq old buildings
cloudy
concrete
concrete
stench of fumes many peole
wind
cars parked
steps
stech of trash
sun
warm
overhead shelter library
cars
shade by small tent
air
carrying stuff
parked cars
extreme noise of cafumes
trash
all ages
overhead shelter honking
people selling cloth
old station
metal
broken pavement motor
locomotive
trash
small
busses
old building
broken sidewalk shabby houses
exhaust
small trucks
sound of cars
noise of blender an old buildings
people taking pictu small library
food being prepare people selling stuff
motor
smell of rotting fruismell of food
difficult crossing
waiting
car
some sidewalk
dust
motor
few small trees in distance
people looking for the shade
smell of jackfruit lack of shade
lugguage
blender
wind trough tree

6
7
8
people yelling
stench
durian
market
cars
fish
people selling
motors
stench
clothes
trucks
smoke
fruits
honking
fumes
small carts
yellig
people
tents
people selling food carts
baskets
fumes
stalls
old buildings
fire
food
large newer buildinsmoke
fruit
parked motors
busy
trucks
traffic doesn't fit walking
cars
birds cadged
shopping
motors
little wind
walking people
smell
puddles
fumes
trash
rot
old buildings
fruit
concrete
asphalt
new buildings
different people

9
10
metal banging
food
garlic
cars
small alleys
smoke
honking
construction noise
cars
motors
not as many outdoowalled of green
fumes
trash
motors
children
trash
concrete
trucks unloading truck unloading
no sidewalk
carrying
no trees
fumes
old buildings
hawkers

11
trash
garbage collection
walled of green
small park
people relaxing
eating
hawkers
cars
construction
plantings
chicken
butterfly
shade
empty plot

16
17
private inner garde people reacting to
thunder
cool wind
hawkers
motor
packing truck
school
small carts
open space
handtruck
thunder
people walking
water
swallows
informal seating
children
motor
people reacting to me

18
thunder
speedbumps
potted plants
small home
children
small river
informal benches
speedbumps
water
motor

19
bird
thunder
children
concrete
potted plants
gate
metal walls
hawker
motor
private trees
welding
bbq
wind
cooking

20
speedbumps
water fountain
informal rest places
hawkers
mosque
small square
construction
new selfbuilt buildin
bird fluttering
children
motor
seller with small car

26
rain
hawker
small square
concrete
trees
small buildings
parked motor

28
vendors
motor
hawkers
stall
busy
traffic
rain
food
music
smoke
fumes

29
stench
hawkers
seller
motor
crazy
truck
cart
overwelming
rain
fumes
mud
trash

30
trash
fumes
carts
hawkers
kitchen appliances
clothes
food
leather
motor

12
13
14
15
stream
larger new building higher appartment wistle
cat
more space
old houses cladded airconditioning
dog
crossing
altered
open water
motor
trucks
motors
old buildings
trash
renovated house busy
new appartments
garbage
motors
thunder
cars
concrete
in house shops
clouds
motors
broken plates
open ditch
wind
unloading
green
riksja
fumes
thunder
polluted water
exhaust
stench
church
cars
open plot
fumes
riksja
exhaust
hawkers
walking
not many people walking
students
gate
people reacting to me
wistle
honking

21
22
intersection
water
cars
laundry
water seller
thunder
small informal benchawkers
motor
old buildings
potted plants
motor
mosque
ng

rt

23
temple
old buildings
rain hawkers
traffic
car
motor
wistle
thunder
honking
gate
carts
sidewalks

24
gate sidewalk
mud
trash
old buildings
cars
motor
trucks

25
slow moving stream
garbage
wood
motor
bridge
concrete
brick
polluted
motor
potted plants

27
grafitti
spices
motor
hawkers
eating
restaurant
parked motors
food vendors
rain

APPENDIX C_ PHENOMENOLOGIC EXPERIENCES OF INVENTORY

31
flies
food
school
motor
fumes
metal
cars
trash
mosque
tires
parts
wood
stalls
old factories

32
tires
metal works
smoke
fumes
unhealthy
train
trash
maten?

33
metal
cars
parts
motor
army clothing
working people
small sheds
alun alun cicendo
tired

15 min break

35
metal
motor
parts
repair
gate
trees
fumes
exhaust
cars
untramen?

36
metal
motor
hawkers
empty plot
heritage
villa
trash
puddle
trees
cars

37
stream
birds
courtyards
food
hawkers
music
motor
cars
water
pollution
trash
trees
clouded

38
sidewalk
lanes
decorative plants
villa
motor
honking
birds
construction
trash
waste collection
metal working

39
40
sidewalks (kinda) smaller houses
cadged birds
road block
villa
hawker
hip coffee place music
square
construction
children playing people sleeping
motor
motor
cleaning
truck
temporary road blotrees
hawkers
new mosque
trash
potted plants
broken pavement
garbage collection
school

183

42
school
mosque prayers
cars
motors
puddles
trees
shop
hawkers

43
school
old villa
small stream
polluted
hip coffee places

44
traffic
noise
pollution
fumes
exhaust
car
motor
truck
larger buildings
small shops
sidewalk

45
impossible to cross
trees
cars
fumes
motor
hawker
sidewalk
green
larger buildings
hotels

46
hotels
larger green
car motor
noise
traffic
land?

47
bridge
train
view
busy
traffic
car
motor
backside
entrance to paskal
industry
military
exhaust smell
diesel
noise of cars

48
bad road
mud
traffic
car
motor
puddles
water
trash
loading trucks
industrial
dust of unpaved are
car fumes
uneven terrain by t

A p p e n d i x

41
riksja
holes in pavement
mosque prayers
motor
leaves
trees
trash
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focality_ quality of having a

complexity_ the quality of a

understood at one glare,

focal point

space to be not understood

to show parts of it and not

at one glare

show it fully

space to allow people to

singularity_ the quality of

continuity_ the quality of

formality_ quality of a space

attach stories and therefore

a space to have a single

a space to have elements

to be strict with usually a

values to them

element which stands out

vividness_ quality of having

which help to create a

single focal point

striking, lively elements

continuous experience,

regularity_ quality of having
regular reoccurring element

which is not blocked
adaptability_ quality of a

space to offer more than

spaciousness_ the quality of

seen at first glance, allow

having space of different

exploring

sizes

external conditions like

space to show the opposite

comparable

events

and it that way enhance
identifiability_ the quality of

space to resemble nature as

a space which allow people

close a s possible

deflection_ the quality of a

to identify with, attach

meanings

space which says something

meanings to

about changing the view

A p p e n d i x
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centrality_ the quality of a

of the observer physically or

imageability_ the quality of

space to have a centre

mentally

a space to be recognisable,

space to be easy to read

space to be not understood

and understandable

at one glare

territoriality_ the quality of
naturalness_ the quality of a

a space to allow multiple

depth_ the quality of a

from the others

a space to be catered to
humans, which makes it

clarity_ the quality of a

use them
meaning_ the quality of a

human scale_ quality of

contrast_ the quality of a

ambiguity_ the quality of

senses and allow people to

mystery_ the quality of a

space to adapt to other

the difference

surroundings

elements claiming space
texture_ the quality of
elements to have tactile

novelty_ the quality of a

elements, which may differ

space to feel new and

from each other

unique
transparency_ the quality of

to leave a clear image in

openness_ the quality of a

a space to allow passages

someone’s head

space to be open and offer

and views to spaces beyond

views
intelligibility_ the quality of a
space to be understood

unity_ the quality of a space
ornateness_ the quality of

to feel unified, either by use

elements to be ornate and

of elements, materials or
space

coherence_ the quality of

distinctiveness_ the quality

a space to have different

of a space to be easy

interest_ the quality of a

decorated capturing the

objects which can be

separated from other

space to make people

eye of the beholder

grouped according to a

spaces, making it easy to

interested in the story

common element

recognise and remember

behind it, go exploring

upkeep_ the quality of a
prospect_ the quality of a

space to be maintained

space to give the beholder
comfort_ the quality of a

diversity_ the quality of a

intimacy_ the quality of a

a view over the larger

Variety_ the quality of a

space to allow people to

space to have multiple

space to offer small scale

landscape

space to have different

come to ease and feel at

elements, not to be

spaces, in which people

home, comfortable

understood in one glare

can feel secure

space to allow people to

Visibility_ the quality of a

compatibility_ the quality of

dominance_ the quality of

intricacy_ the quality of a

come to ease and feel

space to allow views

a space to have different

elements to dominate a

space to be not understood

at home, comfortable,

objects which can be

space and claim it, often a

at one glare

sheltered

grouped according to a

negative input

common element

components
refuge_ the quality of a

legibility_ the quality of a

rhythm_ the quality of a

enclosure_ the amount of

space to be readable and

space to have reoccurring

complementarity_ the

vertical elements which help

understood

elements, spaced from

quality of a space to have

to close of a space

elements which help to
enhance each other

each other
linkage_ the quality of

expectancy_ the quality

a space to be spatially

sensuousness_ the quality of

of a space to be not

and mentally linked to its

a space to include different

clarity
naturalness
complementarity

focality
singularity
distinctiveness
identifiability
diversity
imageability
contrast
formality
deflection
vividness

unity
compatibility
continuity
coherence
variety
regularity

novelty
dominance
territoriality
centrality

dominance

form simplicity

signularity

continuity

designing district
designing nodes
designing edges
homogenous
concentration
continuity
continous
identity
sharp gradient
places of discontinous continious
inside outside
spatial characteristics quality
penetration
building type
distinctive
accesibility
style
coherent spatial form
topography
sharp closed boundary
overlapping of characteobjects which are focus of attention
3/4 thematic units
transparency
boundaries
overlapping
structure
light modulation
pentrable
perspective
surface gra
juxtaposition
intervisiblity
closure
relation
articulation
patterns od motion and sound
descision point
clarity of joint

edge

designing landmark
singularity
contrast
clarity of form
richness of detail
direction of view
associations
clustering
sequence

node

district

legibility
spaciousness
complexity
intelligibility

clarity of joint
larger scale

depth
intricacy
transparency
openness
visibility
interest
enclosure
prospect

directional differences visual scope

designing paths
visual hierachy
clarity of direction
strong end and beginning
gradient among a path
tactileness of a path
simplicity
continuity

path
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landmark

mystery
expectancy
texture
ornateness
rhythm
sensuousness

motion awareness

sequencing

time series

meaning
linkage
ambiguity

names meanings

adaptability
intimacy
comfort
human scale
refuge
upkeep

human needs/comfort

interrelation of elements_lynch
overlapping image_overgangen
as a whole
sequences of spaces
perceived only in context
man made chracteristics override the natural ones (topography)
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station square north

parkeer station 3

setting
palm trees
hedge
locomotive
lights
spoil_parked motors
spoil_parked cars
small shop
spoil_wires
flags

setting
trees
villa style building
spoil_parked cars
hawckers
small shop
potted plants

setting
palm trees
lights
spoil_parked cars
hawckers
small shop
transport
spoil_advertising
spoil_wires

characters
waiting people
motor person
walking people

narrative

characters
waiting person
reading person
shopping people

narrative

characters
waiting person
motor person
riskja person

narrative

events
parking
waiting
driving
walking

events
parking
waiting
reading
walking
shopping

events
parking
driving
waiting

events
parking
driving
waiting

urban design
imageability_4
transparency_6
enclosure_5
complexity_ 8
human scale_7

walkability
physical
urban design
no bench
imageability_8
obstacles_parked cars transparency_6
obstacles_hedge
enclosure_4
obstacles_parked motocomplexity_ 8
lights
human scale_4

walkability
physical
urban design
no bench
imageability_4
broken pavement
transparency_4
obstacles_parked cars enclosure_8
obstacles_hawckers complexity_ 8
obstacles_shops
human scale_8
obstacles_parked motor

walkability
physical
no bench
broken pavement
lights
obstacles_parked cars
obstacles_hawckers
obstacle_gate
sidewalk, interrupted

urban design
imageability_6
transparency_8
enclosure_4
complexity_ 8
human scale_6

urban design
imageability_3
transparency_5
enclosure_7
complexity_ 6
human scale_6

walkability
physical
shade structure
no bench
broken pavement
lights
sidewalk
obstacles_parked cars
no crossing

walkability
physical
shade structure
broken pavement
no bench
light
sidewalk

Alleyway to station
Station square from station

186

west entrance (Paskal) station square

events
walking
begging

characters
waiting person
motor person
parking attentend

narrative

characters
walking person
begging person

narrative

setting
palm trees
fence (decorative)
older house
front garden
locomotive
sign
potted plants
spoil_wires
old hotel
flag
spoil_parked car
trees

station square from station

setting
palm trees
spoil_parked cars
spoil_parked cars
spoil_fence
spoil_grafitti
shade

alleyway to station

PHOTO CONTENT DUTCH
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setting
trees
villa style building
spoil_parked cars
hawckers
small shop
potted plants

narrative

motor person
riskja person

events
parking
waiting
reading
walking
shopping

driving
waiting

transparency_6
enclosure_5
complexity_ 8
human scale_7

walkability
physical
urban design
no bench
imageability_4
broken pavement
transparency_4
obstacles_parked cars enclosure_8
obstacles_hawckers complexity_ 8
obstacles_shops
human scale_8
obstacles_parked motor

broken pavement
lights
obstacles_parked cars
obstacles_hawckers
obstacle_gate
sidewalk, interrupted

1 East station

parkeer station 1

parkeer station 2

road to side entrance

paskal entrance

station square north

narrative

characters
walking person
motor person
driving person

narrative

characters
riskja person
walking person
motor person
driving person

narrative

characters
waiting people
motor person
walking people

narrative

setting
palm trees
spoil_parked cars
spoil_wires
spoil_advertising
tree

setting
shade struture
hawckers
spoil_parked cars
tree
spoil_wires
spoil_advertising

characters
walking person
motor person
parking attendent

narrative

characters
walking person
motor person
shopping person
parking attendent

narrative

setting
characters
older buildings
motor person
spoil_parked cars
walking person
hawckers
spoil_trash
trees
spoil_wires
spoil_building in bad condition

setting
older buildings
spoil_advertising
spoil_wires
spoil_parked cars
lights
potted plants
trees

setting
trees
reeds/water plants
mountain view
distance landmark
watertower
trucks
spoil_parked cars
riksja
spoil_trash
spoil_advertising

setting
palm trees
hedge
locomotive
lights
spoil_parked motors
spoil_parked cars
small shop
spoil_wires
flags

events
parking
walking
driving

events
parking
shopping
walking
driving

events
driving
walking

events
driving
walking

events
driving
walking

events
parking
waiting
driving
walking

urban design
imageability_3
transparency_4
enclosure_6
complexity_ 9
human scale_4

urban design
imageability_8
transparency_6
enclosure_4
complexity_ 8
human scale_6

walkability
physical
broken pavement
no bench
no shade
no crossing
obstacles_parked cars

walkability
physical
broken pavement
no bench
shade

urban design
imageability_5
transparency_7
enclosure_4
complexity_ 7
human scale_6

urban design
imageability_3
transparency_5
enclosure_8
complexity_ 8
human scale_8

walkability
physical
urban design
broken pavement
imageability_3
no bench
transparency_4
enclosure_8
complexity_ 8
human scale_8

walkability
physical
broken pavement
sidewalk
no bench
lights
no crossing

walkability
physical
broken pavement
no bench
sidewalk
obstacles_trash
obstacles_parked cars

walkability
physical
urban design
no bench
imageability_8
obstacles_parked cars transparency_6
obstacles_hedge
enclosure_4
obstacles_parked motocomplexity_ 8
lights
human scale_4
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characters
waiting person
reading person
shopping people

PHOTO CONTENT DUTCH

parkeer station 3

lights
spoil_parked cars
hawckers
small shop
transport
spoil_advertising
spoil_wires

West entrance (Paskal) station square
Parkeer station 3
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characters

person loading car

heritage building
hawker
trees
shade

narrative

characters
walking person
motor person
parking attendent

narrative

characters
walking person
motor person
shopping person
parking attendent

setting

setting
palm trees
spoil_parked cars
spoil_wires
spoil_advertising
tree
older buildings

setting
shade struture
hawckers
spoil_parked cars
tree
spoil_wires
spoil_advertising

narrative

Station square North

3 West station

1 East station

parkeer station 1

hawckers
spoil_trash
trees
spoil_wires
spoil_building in bad condition

loading

events

events
parking
walking
driving

events
parking
shopping
walking
driving

walkability

broken pavement
no bench
no crossing
obstacles_shops

physical

walkability
physical
broken pavement
no bench
no shade
no crossing
obstacles_parked cars
lights
sidewalk

walkability
physical
broken pavement
no bench
shade

imageability_7
transparency_5
enclosure_9
complexity_ 8
human scale_8

urban design

urban design
imageability_5
transparency_7
enclosure_4
complexity_ 7
human scale_6

urban design
imageability_3
transparency_5
enclosure_8
complexity_ 8
human scale_8

enclosure_8
complexity_ 8
human scale_8

PHOTO CONTENT DUTCH
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Paskal entrance
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Road to side entrance

Parkeer station 1
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Parkeer station 2

1 East station

189

3 West station

RESULTS PHOTO CONTENT DUTCH
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spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_parke
spoil_wires
spoil_wires
spoil_wires
spoil_wires
spoil_wires
spoil_wires
spoil_wires
trees
trees
trees
trees
trees
trees
palm trees
palm trees
palm trees
palm trees
palm trees
spoil_adver
spoil_adver
spoil_adver
spoil_adver
spoil_adver
hawckers
hawckers
hawckers
hawckers
small shop
small shop
small shop
small shop
lights
lights
lights
older buildi
older buildi
older buildi
potted plan
potted plan
potted plan
locomotive
locomotive
shade
shade
spoil_trash
spoil_trash
tree
tree
distance lan
fence (deco
flag
flags
front garde
hedge
heritage bu
mountain v
old hotel
older house
reeds/wate
riksja
shade strut
sign
spoil_build
spoil_fence
spoil_grafit
spoil_parke
transport
trucks
villa style b
watertowe

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

motor pers
motor pers
motor pers
motor pers
motor pers
motor pers
motor pers
motor pers
walking per
walking per
walking per
walking per
walking per
walking per
walking per
waiting per
waiting per
waiting per
driving pers
driving pers
parking atte
parking atte
riskja perso
riskja perso
shopping p
shopping p
begging pe
parking atte
person load
reading per
waiting peo

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

driving
driving
driving
driving
driving
driving
driving
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
walking
driving
parking
parking
parking
parking
parking
parking
waiting
waiting
waiting
waiting
shopping
shopping
begging
reading
loading

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
2
1
1
1

no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
no bench
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
broken pav
obstacles_p
obstacles_p
obstacles_p
obstacles_p
obstacles_p
obstacles_p
lights
lights
lights
lights
sidewalk
sidewalk
sidewalk
sidewalk
lights
sidewalk
no crossing
no crossing
no crossing
no crossing
obstacles_h
obstacles_h
obstacles_p
obstacles_p
shade struc
shade struc
obstacles_s
obstacles_s
light
obstacle_ga
obstacles_h
obstacles_t
shade
sidewalk, in
no shade

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

complexity_
complexity_ 7
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 8
complexity_ 9
enclosure_
enclosure_4
enclosure_4
enclosure_4
enclosure_5
enclosure_6
enclosure_7
enclosure_8
enclosure_8
enclosure_8
enclosure_9
human scal
human scale_4
human scale_6
human scale_6
human scale_6
human scale_6
human scale_7
human scale_8
human scale_8
human scale_8
human scale_8
imageabilit
imageability_3
imageability_3
imageability_3
imageability_4
imageability_4
imageability_5
imageability_6
imageability_7
imageability_8
imageability_8
transparen
transparency_4
transparency_4
transparency_5
transparency_5
transparency_5
transparency_6
transparency_6
transparency_6
transparency_7
transparency_8

7.8

6.1

6.5

4.9

5.5

narrative

characters
selling person
driving person
repairing person
walking person
motor person
waiting person

narrative

setting
old building
mosque
spoil_wires

33 south Sundanese train crossing

setting
trees
spoil_wires
spoil_parked cars
small shops
advertising
factory
riksja

34 east kruising slachthuis

setting
trees
spoil_wires
advertising
small shops
spoil_parked cars
flags

slachthuis north 2

setting
trees
palms
small shops
policitcal advertising
stream
plants
spoil_wires

slachthuis ingang

characters
driving person
walking person

narrative

characters
cooking person
driving person
waiting person
walking person
waving person

narrative

characters
driving person
repairing person
motor person
waiting person
walking person

narrative

characters
cooking person
sitting person
walking person

narrative

setting
characters
trees
waiting person
potted plants
security
black stone white mortar
gate (decorative)

slachthuis 2

setting
trees
potted plants
metal
working people
factory

events
walking
driving

events
cooking
walking
driving
waving

events
waiting
driving
walking

events
sitting
cooking
walking

events
waiting
opening gate

events
waiting
repairing
selling
driving
walking

walkability
physical
no pavement
no bench
no crossing

walkability
physical
broken pavement
shade
no bench
no crossing
lights
obstacles_small shops

walkability
physical
broken pavement
shade
no bench
two way traffic
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